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With the advent of government-sponsored monitoring activities pertaining to education, system level statistics, assessment results and comparative studies are getting increasing attention from the general public in several countries. While a great number of national units have been involved in international co-operative studies for decades already, notably in the form of IEA research, such sources of information are nowadays becoming increasingly widespread and visible, due to the increasingly recognized official nature of assessment activities. Apart from regional (e.g. European, Asian) co-operative endeavors, the worldwide role of the OECD and its Indicators of National Education Systems (INES) program has lately become a significant source of information in the field of international studies. This development is supported by the OECD’s widespread publications — such as Education at a Glance, or Education Policy Analysis — which are offering data on several interesting comparative issues, including the economics of education and the lifelong learning perspective. Other distinctive features of this “new” approach to international databases, in comparison with previous IEA research work, include its aspirations for increased regularity and up-to-dateness, which have been difficult to achieve in bona fide research projects relying on less stable non-governmental funding. These new developments not only offer regular sources of information, but also create a continuous need for fresh and reliable data on the state of education around the world.

This situation with a multiplicity of offerings can be welcomed. However, with widening horizons and ever higher aspirations, a number of inevitable con-
cerns become evident, not least at the national level. There are signs of an increasing overlap and thus of a conflict between several simultaneous national and international endeavors involving either monitoring or research, each with its quality requirements which are becoming increasingly stringent. All of this will make heavy demands on time, money, and human resources, which may be regarded as the necessary prerequisites of quality. But the sheer volume of effort and products is not the only consideration. Another will be the nature and content of the entire evaluation approach—negotiating the Scylla and Charybdis of basic differences in interests between monitoring and research. What may be won by freshness, general appeal and tight schedules necessitated by a few regularly produced indicators, may be compromised by their exorbitant costs and lack of depth, while leaving most of the further questions unanswered. Among other issues to be resolved is the comprehensive modus operandi, a national strategy for monitoring, assessing and understanding the nature, process and progress of education. This will require some notion of a national evaluation strategy, which should somehow be harmonized with international co-operative efforts.

While most of the time in negotiating the bigger and smaller issues of international comparative work is spent on technical and communication issues, the need to consider the above fundamental watersheds is evident. Particularly in the context of ongoing massive programs involving not only international student assessment on a regular basis (OECD/PISA), but other multilevel actors and factors on the national educational scene as well, the need for open discussion has emerged. Although much of the development work is taking place in terms of international co-operation, such negotiations should not be limited to cross-cultural fora only, because the basic needs and aspirations are an equally serious concern at the national and local levels as well. It was therefore decided that opportunities for a broadly conceived discussion should be offered. This publication aims at opening doors to achieve these ends.

Kimmo Leimu  Pirjo Linnakylä  Jouni Välijärvi
THEME 1

AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT OF SYSTEM EVALUATION
General Background

This publication is a child of love of one rather specialized sector in education – that of acquiring and using empirical information as a basis for monitoring and studying education with the special ambition of making such information both meaningful and powerful, and its use dynamic. This pursuit has a distinguished past, an intriguing present, and a challenging future. In particular, the present publication has been inspired – and even necessitated – by two major approaches to these ideals:

- The work of the IEA, the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement on comparative educational research, which started in the 1950s and is going on. It may be appropriate to remind that Finland was one of the IEA's founding members and that the Institute for Educational Research (IER) at the University of Jyväskylä has been its national member institute all along.
- The other and more recent one is the OECD/CERI project INES for developing and acquiring Indicators of National Education Systems, especially its strategy Network A, which aims at collecting student learning outcomes data on a regular basis. Again, the IER was assigned responsibility for the national conduct of the INES data strategy in Finland.
It is therefore evident that we can start discussing educational system assessment from experience, and not from its very beginning. This also implies that it is no more a completely open field, but one in which certain premises and traditions have already been established. At the same time, several issues and principles are still waiting for further solutions.

For reasons related to the basic interests and the general nature of the work, the focus will now be on system level studies and assessments. This is not to deny the importance of work at every level of education, but simply to provide an opportunity to concentrate on a field of growing interest in our global village, in order to give it a fair chance and the necessary thought.

The Rationale and Particular Intentions

 Everywhere in the world, educational investments are made expecting positive returns on efforts which are meant to have long-term effects on the nation’s daily work and economy, the quality of life of the citizens, and on the entire culture. While every individual’s emerging personality and whole life are fundamentally at stake, from society’s point of view the educational effort will inevitably absorb considerable proportions of any nation’s capacity for maintenance and regeneration – even for survival. This can be traced back to the now self-evident demand for ever higher levels of formal and non-formal education for all, which makes the expectations both intensive and extensive. Both symbolically and economically, education is dear to most nations.

Since formal – and especially basic – education is concerned with entire age groups and since much of it is based on public funding, knowledge of the effort and its outcomes have become a legitimate concern of not only those who are accountable for decisions and actions in education, but increasingly of anyone involved in and affected by the process.

A number of explicit criteria for the desired quality and effects of education are presented in public speeches and writings, legal documents and more spontaneously among the users. These include several important e’s: equality, excellence, efficiency, effectiveness, economy, and empowerment – while all of this should also be enlightening, enjoyable and even entertaining, making use of and leading to considerable expertise, without being extremist. Despite constant concerns, much of the actual attainment of such noble aims tends to remain with shallow evidence, to...
say nothing of testable proof. While it would be foolish for anyone to walk blindfolded in difficult terrain by hearsay only, we often tend to take this risk in one of our major human and material investments—preparation for life. Lives of individuals and of entire societies. Some of the reasons can perhaps be directed at us educators—policy makers, practitioners, and researchers—for not seeing clearly enough and insisting on some of the evident needs of this important national effort, when perceived as a complex, multilevel organization.

There is no denying that the role of assessment and evaluation in education has long been recognized. However, the main concerns have traditionally been at the fundamental level of teaching and learning, where the focus is on individuals and their credentials. Accordingly, student assessment and examinations have long dominated the evaluation scene, not least as instruments of selection and rejection. This has become its “historical” encumbrance, the effects of which are deeply felt in almost any evaluation effort. Almost too easily, evaluation discourse still tends to slip into “certifying” concerns for good or bad, pass or fail, or simplistic judgements of quality, not to mention fears of labeling, and mysterious threats of sanctions, especially as regards clearly identified persons, institutions, or countries, without ever asking for deeper diagnosis or elaboration. These are indications of the often prevailing conception of evaluation as a tool of authority and power, rather than as one of professional diagnosis and well-reasoned support. (Cf. Norris, 1995; Pettersson & Wallin, 1995; Vedung, 1995.) All of this calls for an adequate evaluation culture.

Interest in the evaluation of programs or entire educational systems is of much more recent origin—by and large a post–World–War–II phenomenon. Although one might have to admit that this is among the youngest fields of specialized expertise in any nation’s education endeavor, (most of us would, in fact, represent only the second or third generation of professional evaluators or researchers), it is, however, no more virgin territory either in terms of practice or preaching. As prime examples we can take the two major international co-operative efforts represented here today: IEA research on student achievement, which had its beginnings in the 1950s, and the OECD educational indicators project, which first raised its head in the early 1970s and had a more determined restart in the late 1980s. Also at the national level, several countries (for instance, the USA, Australia, France, Italy and Sweden) have for some time now had a tradition of national assessments with comprehensive aims and ambitions. Problems and principles of evaluation have thus
Figure 1. The information pyramid idea by Bryk and Hermanson (1994).
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ESSENTIAL INDICATORS FOR MAIN DOMAINS
- Small group of key indicators
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- Meant for the general public
- Stable interest, establishing trends

LEVEL 2
BACKGROUND INDICES, AND FORMAL INDICATORS FOR SUB-DOMAINS
- Further details/components of Level I
- Elaboration of the concept or phenomenon
- Local or program interests possible
- Rigorous quality standards
- Seeks further clues, stimulates “pre-policy” discussion

LEVEL 3
DESCRIPTIVE INDICES; QUALITATIVE & QUANTITATIVE SPECIFICS OR SYSTEMATIC INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS, WITH INTERPRETATIONS
- Extension of info base into further, contextual details
- Accepts variety of observations & specimens
- Seeks explanations, stimulates innovations
- Detection of new problem areas, produces visions & insights

DECISIVE: NATURE OF EXPERTISE SERVED; INTENDED USE OF INFORMATION!
- Levels ideally hierarchical, articulated, having contingencies
- Professional basis: Strong conceptual and strategic model
- Information interests ideally based on fictional entities/models
been discussed for a considerable time at every level – the institutional, municipal, provincial, and system level.

However, recognition of the need for an organized, multilevel approach to evaluation or insight into the complementary functions of different sources of information is of a more recent vintage. While it is evident that issues as complex as those concerning education can hardly be described in simple terms, the mere acceptance of a serious use of feedback information necessitates a particular environment: a climate open to self-criticism and change, with a view to renewal and development, which is built upon certain rationalism and democratic principles of transparency, openness and valuation of the common good, while respecting local and individual efforts. Taken further, this welcomes a culture of evaluation in which a wide variety of interests and paradigms are accepted and nurtured, including both systematic and representative data ideals and less formalistic participatory approaches.

All of this may be deemed necessary if one is to obtain a rich enough picture of education, perhaps resulting in what Bryk and Hermanson (1994) have called the information pyramid (Figure 1). It can be well understood that databases cannot be acquired ad hoc, without careful planning and preparation, or alone, by any single individual, institution, or – I am tempted to say today – even by a single nation.

Evaluation Practices

There are several ways of looking at evaluation practices and their developments. One may follow the footsteps of Guba and Lincoln (1989) and review the various stages in the history of educational evaluation, as they are sometimes presented (e.g. Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Konttinen, 1995; Rombach & Sahlin-Andersson, 1995).

1. Evaluation as measurement (of separate facts): technical and straightforward orientation without much problematization of aims or procedures. Interpretation left for the client to make, not among evaluator responsibilities.
2. Evaluation as monitoring well-defined pursuits, goals and objectives, and as support to decision-making. The entire society was considered a field of experimentation or the world an educational laboratory. Results were related to the set aims, which were left unquestioned. The results themselves were consid-
ered valid, objective, and reliable, their interpretations were seen as impartial judgements, rather directly useful in decision-making.

3. **Increasing demands for impartiality and externality in evaluation** became evident, and an **authentic research element** was seen as the main proof of its quality. Whereas scientific concepts and problems were introduced, evaluations still remained "above the situation". Later on, **different approaches to and perspectives on the same problem** were recognized – even demanded. So much so that initial assumptions were taken into account and a variety of viewpoints could be presented as outcomes. **Theory-based evaluation was called for** and the active contribution of various parties of interest was recognized.

4. **Responsive constructivistic evaluation** means an ever-increasing pursuit to handle complexity. It is expected that evaluation becomes a dialogue among different interest groups – in other words, evaluation is seen as a process, or an arena for exchanging viewpoints and experiences. Among the prerequisites, the models of steering in the particular system in which the evaluation is taking place become important.

5. One may wish to envision one further step — or at least an elaboration — among these views on evaluation, emphasizing the influences and role of societal changes: the growth of internationalism (global integration) and new technologies, but also the deregulation and enhancement of ownership through the principle of subsidiarity and thus more distributed professionalism. At the system level, this is paving the way for a strategic view on evaluation.

In this view, system evaluation would not be understood as a one-time, one-shot effort. Instead, it would be seen as a more comprehensive offensive which has both immediate and more long-term or fundamental aims, as well as a multilevel participation structure. Evaluation premises and their outcomes would here be put in a broader context, and as a consequence, a higher degree of planning and conceptualization would be necessary.

The vision itself would be to incorporate information related to several different, but conceivably associated problem areas at several levels of operation, and allowing – but also requiring – different paradigms (both formal and informal). The strategy would necessitate a rather comprehensive model of ends and means, effects and influences. All of this would hardly be possible at one go, but instead requires a stepwise or multilevel strategic approach, where one information need would arise from another and through an elaborative knowledge-hunting endeavor would
lead to a gradually completed mosaic. – *The ultimate aim here would be, not to develop a better evaluation system, but to develop a better functioning educational system*, schools which see their mission more clearly, with teachers and students who may attain higher quality learning. – While such a strategic approach would demand a variety of expertise and data, *it could never be accomplished alone*. Whether using self-assessments or external evaluations, *the necessary partnerships* should be developed as tools for this.

Should this final vision sound too utopian, I am inclined to say *we are well on our way to it already*.  

*Figure 2.* The principal problem dimensions.

As indicated before, *two principal problem dimensions* at this point of developing international assessment activities will warrant in-depth discussion: one concerned with *research vs. policy indicator interests* in the system evaluation arena, the other with *international vs. national interests* in conducting large-scale evaluation studies (see Figure 2). Both of these problem areas have
to do with and reflect national strategies and implementation arrangements because any co-operative international activity will necessarily be based on national resources and work contributions. It will therefore be necessary to start thinking about priorities and strategies, but also capacity-building – the recruitment and training of the necessary human resources – and eventually the problems of organization and funding.
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In my presentation I shall describe three conceptions of quality. One in which quality is defined as value judgements and is thus embedded in general ideas about the meaning and purpose of education, i.e. the very way we think of education and legitimate education and schooling. The other will deal with quality from the viewpoint of meeting given standards. The third concept is quality as a relation between the subject and the object and thus something that develops through enlightening discourse. Finally, I shall point at the use of international indicators as a consequence of how these three concepts are defined.

The Concept of Quality

The word quality is frequently used in everyday language. It is easy to use but hard to define. In *The Oxford Guide to the English Language* (1998), quality is defined as the “degree or level of excellence; [a] characteristic, something that is special in a person or thing”. In industrial production, the term quality has come to mean “conformance to requirements”. Thus, quality used according to that definition is something that meets specific standards. This definition is often embedded in the use of terms such as quality assurance.

The word quality itself stems from the Latin *qua litas*, which means the whole with its specific characteristics. The English word quality is not easy to translate into other languages, and when defined as conformance to requirements it becomes
even more complicated. In Swedish the word *kvalitet* indicates a value judgement. This connotation is found in other Germanic languages as well.

Thus, the word *quality* and terms such as *quality assurance* and *quality control* are used ambiguously. On the one hand, quality is used as indicating a standard. The quality of McDonald's hamburgers means that they taste the same in New York and Stockholm. On the other hand, quality is a subjective judgement of specific characteristics. In this respect the quality of a hamburger is the taste of it. This ambiguity was considered early in Greek philosophy. Aristotle defined quality as something that convinces, i.e. as a relation between the object and the subject and thus something that belongs to both of them. Consequently, quality is seen as developing in discourse.

I shall use these three meanings of quality: quality as a subjective judgement; quality as standards; and quality as a relation between the subject and the object or as enlightening discourse.

**Quality as a Judgement**

Judgements about the quality of education are based on ideas about the meaning and the *raison d'être* of educational systems. As regards general education, the *raison d'être* can be formulated in terms of formation or by using the German word *Bildung*.

Behind every type of general education there are basic ideas about the kind of individual that is to be the fruit of the formation. In ancient Greece, this vision was expressed by the concept *Paidea*. General education had to be comprehensive and balance various areas of knowledge and skills and, in that way, create harmony between the mind and the body. The term *Paidea* was translated *humanitas* by Cicero and given another meaning in Roman education emphasizing rhetoric skills.

During the Middle Ages, fundamental ideas were molded, ideas that had an impact on educational thinking for centuries. The medieval religious *mysteqer* believed that the image of God was engraved in every human being. The German word *Bildung* stems from the notion “image” – *Bild*. As humans we were fallen angels; the meaning of life was man’s struggle to preserve the image of God. During the Renaissance, the Greek concept of a well-balanced mind and body was restored in Italy. The ideal was *l'uomo universale*, the universal man to whom nothing was unfamiliar. As God had created everything, the logic was that knowing about the
world was to know about God. It is in these thoughts that Bildung came to embrace the meaning of creation or formation, which is reflected in the English language.

During the 18th century, we can see two patterns of thinking taking form. In England and Scotland, a network of clubs was established and new types of magazines were founded. Bourgeois culture, formed along with these new arenas of discourse, developed a notion of the ideal gentleman, which in Anglo-Saxon countries became an essential part of the ideals of formation. In Germany, Kant published in 1784 in *Berliner Monatschrift* an article in which he linked the concepts of Bildung and liberation to each other. “Enlightenment is,” he writes, “man’s renouncing his own created incapacity.” Kant’s thoughts gave birth to the formation of the concept of modernity.

In modern thinking, knowledge became active and education was perceived from the angle of its pragmatic values: Education was thought to be a way of achieving tools to change and master the world. With these ideas about the raison d’être of education, the word Bildung was limited to cover mastery of the prescribed content of knowledge. In the German language, the new conception of education with its meaning and aims was denoted by the word Ausbildung. Ausbildung – in Swedish utbildning – has been the term for mass education motivated by its pragmatic consequences. We can see how these ideas were formed during the 19th century and clearly expressed during the 20th century by philosophers such as John Dewey. They were elaborated within the progressive education movement and came to have their general impact during post-war school reforms, at least in Anglo-Saxon and Nordic countries.

The purpose of this exegesis has been to focus on the context within which the concept of the quality of education has been given meaning. In educational thinking, where the ideals of education emphasize pragmatic values, the quality of education is judged in terms of how well education or schooling prepares students for citizenship and working life. Two centuries ago, the quality of education was judged in terms of how well it reproduced the “golden ages” of the Greek and Roman civilizations.

The Rise of Modernity

Each generation probably feels that the world is changing rapidly. A century ago (in 1899), Dewey published *The School and Society* based on lectures, in which he
points to the rapidly changing society and the consequences these changes have for what kind of knowledge is needed, and he argues for the adjustment of education to this new society. In his lectures his arguments are that modern society becomes more and more invisible to children and the youth. These changes make new demands on formation and schooling in a modern world.

Looking in the mirror, there are striking parallels between the end of the 19th century and the end of the 20th century. Parallels in the sense that we are again facing a new world in which knowledge and the structure of knowledge and not least demands on knowledge are changing. And we are no more able now than we were a century ago to understand and cope with changes. Abstract conceptions are formed in the same way as they were a century ago even though the terms are different. We are not talking about a demanding and invisible world any more, instead we claim a world of knowledge – the knowledge or learning society. And we realize that we are entering a different society in which it is not easy, in so far as it is possible at all, to design and decide on the pragmatic values of a specific content of knowledge. Based on that insight, we formulate new ideas about and new terms for education, such as lifelong education. These new ideas about education and its raison d'être become a new construct telling of a new kind of education that prepares students for further education and learning for the unplanned. One of the main dilemmas is to do that and at the same time legitimize the goals and the content in pragmatic terms.

These ongoing changes involve new ways of thinking about how to manage education and, also, how goals and aims can be expressed. The conception of Bildung that remains from the classical period sees education as built around a specific content expressed in specific texts. The idea of schooling was to reproduce a lost world, not to produce the future. This way of thinking has dominated even modern times; the aim of curriculum design is the articulation of this kind of content in the curriculum and the syllabus and in curriculum materials. Changes in knowledge structures, the rapid growth of knowledge and not least improved access to information and knowledge have meant changes also in curriculum design. In Finland and Sweden new curricula express goals more in terms of concepts, theories and models than in terms of content. As a result, more scope is given to professional responsibility and professional skill, which also means more concrete demands as regards the evaluation of outcomes.
These changes in basic ideas about education and the concrete changes in how education is politically governed have given birth to new public discourses on education. Changes in welfare societies, in which the effectiveness of public goods is emphasized, create new demands on education and the outcomes of education. It is in this context that new demands on quality have been made. The quality of education, quality assurance, lifelong learning and the knowledge society have been key terms in the public discourse on education and schooling. Before having a closer look at these concepts, I want to insert a discussion on the concept of evaluation.

The concept of evaluation has to be understood as being part of modernization. It is part of modern society and part of modern thinking.

The society that was formed at the end of the 19th century was a society in rapid transition, tinged with emigration, demographic changes, changes in modes of production, and urbanization. Paid work and the new-born democracies brought about changes in living conditions. A technologically advanced society where rational methods were used seemed to be opened up. The slogan for the World Exhibition in Chicago 1933 condenses this message: “Science Explores; Technology Executes; Mankind Conforms.” In this new world it was possible to make choices. But choices require information about alternatives. Products and processes had to be valued.

Educational evaluation evolved from this pattern of thinking, but carried also specific characteristics that developed with the new modern ideas about education. These new ways of thinking about education and its role were considered in the progressive education movement. Dewey’s ideas and work are perhaps the best illustration. His pedagogical thinking focused on three concepts: the individual, society, and the practical use of knowledge. The kernel of all pedagogy is the individual. The individual is the hub of the moving wheel. Education must make it possible for the individual to have organized experiences. Modern society was an invisible society, and education was the way to make it visible. Knowledge had to be understood on the basis of its pragmatic values. To understand something, we have to understand how it is used. In this thinking, science was to provide the basis for action. It was important to test experiences in a systematic way. To develop education it was necessary to conduct experiments that could be tested and evaluated. Two years after Dewey was appointed to his chair at the University of Chicago – in 1896 – he started, together with his wife, an experimental school. This experimental school
concretized the idea that pedagogical knowledge could be conquered by means of well designed experiments and evaluation.

Evaluation as part of modernization has, as far as education is concerned, two sides. Evaluation was necessary in order to be able to make rational choices. At the same time, evaluation was the way in which knowledge was gained of practice. By means of evaluation it was possible to organize learning possibilities better and better and to choose teaching methods; evaluation was the method to acquire knowledge – the method for creating knowledge out of practice.

These are the basic threads from which the ideas about and aspirations for the evaluation of educational systems were woven.

The 20th century saw a society where education and work were linked to each other, where the labor market and education were intertwined. Salary was related to education. This linkage between education and work made possible the use of education as an instrument for creating a new society and for fostering a democratic citizen. The expansion of education demanded more resources, which in turn increased the demands on evaluation. These demands were mainly formulated after the World Wars. In the Nordic countries, voices for national evaluations of educational systems were raised above all in connection with the school reforms of the fifties, sixties and seventies.

The research on evaluation formed in the seventies was mainly influenced by the USA, but carried also its own specific traditions. The central question in the debate in the Nordic countries was about the pros and cons of the comprehensive school system, and much of the debate concentrated on the question of ability grouping, or to formulate it in another way, on the question of the differentiation between specialization lines. This called for an evaluation strategy in which two alternatives could be compared. At that time, evaluation research delivered answers to how to compare; these were statistical answers to how to compare under non-experimental conditions. This formed a tradition in which comparisons seemed possible irrespective of different circumstances. In Sweden, a major study was carried out with the mission of comparing different types of educational systems – ability grouped or not. The results of these comparisons gave us a basis for the decision to introduce the comprehensive school system in Sweden. When evaluations of this kind were coming to an end, they opened up for international comparisons. While decisions were made on new reforms, the question put to evaluators became more sophisticated. It was no more a question as to which is best, A or B. Rather, the question was: What are the benefits of A or B in relation to the goals.
We can see these changes in educational evaluation also on the international scene. When Senator Robert Kennedy at the beginning of the sixties argued that all federal reforms had to be evaluated, it was in response to public criticism of federal interventions. The consequence was that new fields of research and applied research directed toward explanations of why reforms worked or why they did not work were initiated.

In the beginning, traditional types of evaluation dominated. Evaluations built on the use of tests and advanced statistical analyses. The model had been developed during the Second World War in the Ministry of Defense under the leadership of Robert McNamara. The question approached was: What is the best educational alternative at the lowest cost? We faced the same question in the Nordic countries in the fifties and sixties.

The methods developed in educational research fit well the type of questions addressed when making system reforms. In addition, educational research and educational evaluation were asked for. The construction of the welfare society and the development of social research went hand in hand. Educational reforms and educational evaluation provide perhaps the best illustration.

When the main system reforms were over, the questions addressed changed character. Now the management of education came into focus. How to construct goals and how to evaluate the achievement of goals became essential questions to evaluators. Educational technology gave one answer. An answer which in the Swedish case was illustrated by the MUT project. The model was developed for rather simple educational tasks and aroused strong feelings and criticism. Basic democratic goals lost their meaning when broken down into behaviors. Michael Scriven (1972) even argued with success for goal-free evaluation.

During the seventies, a lot of new evaluation models were born. We had a rather extensive methodological discussion on quantitative and qualitative methods. The case study methodology was developed among others by Robert Stake (1995) and became more than a method: It became a model for evaluation. During the eighties and nineties, a profession of evaluators was established with its own organizations and also with demands for a license.
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The Potential and Challenges of International Comparative Studies of Educational Achievement

The IEA: What It Is and Does - Its Mission and History

The IEA, the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, is the organization that conducts international comparative studies in which educational achievement is assessed in the context of process and input variables. The IEA's mission is to contribute, through its studies, to enhancing the quality of education.

The IEA has developed over a period of 40 years as a co-operative of research institutes, representing at present 55 educational systems (see for example Husén & Postlethwaite, 1996, for a concise description of the history of the IEA). Nowadays, many countries are represented in the IEA's General Assembly by policy makers. The National Research Coordinators and National Research Centres involved in the IEA studies are often among the most prominent researchers and research institutes in these countries; some of them are part of these countries' Ministries of Education, others are linked to universities or are independent research centers. By its nature, the IEA provides a network of institutes and individuals that altogether represent much experience and intellectual capacity. In that way it is a meeting place for policy makers, educators and scientists and researchers.

Over the years, the IEA has conducted many surveys of basic school subjects. Most of them have been curriculum driven, i.e. a test grid for measuring educational outcomes was developed based on an analysis of the curricula of the participating countries. All these studies included also instruments for measuring school
and classroom process variables, as well as teacher and student background variables. Examples are the studies of mathematics and science, reading literacy, civics education, and English and French as foreign languages.

The IEA also conducts studies which are not curriculum based. Examples are the Pre-Primary Project and the Computers in Education Study as well as its successor, the Second Information Technology in Education Study.

At present, the IEA is conducting several studies. The *Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)* has been the largest international comparative study of educational achievement ever made. The TIMSS achievement testing in mathematics and science included:

- 45 countries;
- five grades (the 3rd, 4th, 7th, and 8th grade, and the final year of secondary school);
- more than half a million students;
- testing in more than 30 different languages;
- more than 15,000 participating schools;
- nearly 1,000 open-ended questions, generating millions of student responses;
- performance assessment;
- questionnaires from students, teachers, and school principals containing about 1,500 questions;
- thousands of individuals to administer the tests and process the data.

TIMSS was conducted with attention to quality at every stage of the process. Rigorous procedures were applied to translate the tests, and numerous regional training sessions were held in connection with the data collection and scoring procedures. Quality controllers monitored the testing sessions. The samples of students selected for the testing were scrutinized according to rigorous standards designed to prevent bias and ensure comparability. This monitoring of the quality of the study resulted in marking the countries that did not meet all the quality criteria in the tables with results.

Achievement results of TIMSS have been published by the International Study Center at Boston College (the U.S.); see the references for publications from this study (further reading in the references). Some of these results are summarized and discussed to illustrate the potential richness of international comparative assessment studies.
The IEA was invited to repeat the TIMSS study for grade 8 in 1998 in the southern hemisphere and in 1999 in the northern hemisphere. A number of countries that did not participate in TIMSS were able to join the TIMSS-Repeat study thanks to the World Bank support.

Another study the IEA is carrying out at present is the Civics Education Study (CES). This study finished its first phase, the development of country profiles, in 1998 and collected data on schools, teachers and students during the first half of 1999.

Still another study, different in scope, is the Pre-Primary Project, a study of child care policies and practices.

The Second Information Technology in Education Study (SITES) started in the fall of 1997 with an indicators module (a limited school survey in November 1998). Two other modules have been added, namely a module of international comparative case studies of innovative practices in the use of information and communication technology, and (for the year 2001) a survey of schools, teachers, and students.

The IEA recognizes two purposes as far as international comparative achievement studies are concerned:

1. to provide policy makers and educational practitioners with information about the quality of their education in relation to relevant reference groups; and
2. to assist in understanding the reasons for observed differences between educational systems (which serves policy makers’ needs, but is clearly among researchers’ interests).

In line with these two purposes, the IEA strives in its studies for two kinds of comparisons.

The first one consists of direct international comparisons of effects of education in terms of scores (or subscores) in international tests, as is illustrated, as far as TIMSS is concerned, in Table 1 (see below).

The second kind of comparison is concerned with how well a country’s intended curriculum (‘what should be taught in a particular grade’) is implemented in schools and achieved by students. This kind of comparison focuses mainly on national analyses of a country’s results in an international comparative context. A typical IEA study deals with grade levels in three populations: elementary education, jun-
ior secondary education and senior secondary education.

The IEA was founded as a research co-operative. Initially, it was primarily interested in international comparative studies from a research perspective. In the second half of the 1980s, the IEA started to recognize the increased interest of policy makers in educational indicators. Since then, the IEA has taken it as a challenge to serve, through its studies, also the interests of policy makers. The inclusion of IEA achievement indicators in the OECD’s publications is an indication that the IEA has started to become successful in this. The OECD’s Education at a Glance (1997) presents a number of indicators based on the results of TIMSS. Examples of IEA publications which address relevant policy questions are Postlethwaite and Ross (1994) and Keeves (1996); another relevant source is Kellaghan (1996).

Although it is not necessary for every study to be as exhaustive in size and design as is the TIMSS study, the IEA strongly believes that the conceptualization and design of its studies allows for designing studies which meet the needs of both policy makers and educational practitioners.

Functions of IEA Studies

The relevance of IEA studies extends beyond making just direct comparisons in the form of league tables. The following functions illustrate the importance of international comparative achievement studies (and of educational indicators).

Description: The Mirror Function

This function serves to provide policy makers and the education community with information about the status of ‘their’ educational system in an international comparative context; this in itself is considered interesting by many. Many policy makers have now recognized that this kind of information is a good starting point for generating questions for in-depth analysis. This can be illustrated with some exemplary results from TIMSS presented in Table 1 (also discussed in Plomp, 1997), which contains achievement test results for science in the 7th and 8th grade.
### Table 1

**TIMSS – Average Achievement in Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Eighth Grade*</th>
<th>Average Achievement</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Seventh Grade*</th>
<th>Average Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>545</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>535</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>533</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>531</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>531</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>Belgium (Fi)</td>
<td>529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>518</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>517</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium (Fi)</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>493</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>484</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium (Fr)</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>484</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>483</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>481</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>468</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>462</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>449</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>Belgium (Fr)</td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia (LSS)</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>439</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Iran, Islamic Rep.</td>
<td>436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>Latvia (LSS)</td>
<td>435</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>428</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium (Fr)</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran, Islamic Rep.</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>387</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>317</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>411</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>326</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IEA Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), 1994-1995

* Eighth and seventh grades in most countries.

Latvia is annotated LSS for Latvian-Speaking Schools only. Countries shown in italics did not satisfy one or more guidelines for sample participation rates, age/grade specifications, or classroom sampling procedures. The report presents standard errors for all survey estimates.
Table 1 illustrates one of the purposes of international comparative achievement studies, namely that of providing policy makers and educational practitioners with information (indicators) about the quality of their educational system in relation to relevant reference groups of similar nations. This is the ‘mirror’ function: Countries can determine whether or not they like the picture or profile of their country as compared to other countries.

Table 1 just gives “horse race” data, with England in 10th place in the 8th grade (in science) and in 11th place in the 7th grade. Table 2, on the other hand, provides an overview of the countries which are performing significantly better/more poorly than or statistically not differently from England.

Table 2
**TIMSS - Mathematics: England vs. Other Countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significantly higher achievement:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium Fl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Rep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Rep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Fed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No significant difference:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia (LSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly lower achievement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This type of information tells policy makers in England and Wales how well their country is doing in comparison with other countries. It also shows that league tables like Table 1 contain limited information and may result in misleading interpretations, as they do not reflect any statistical information.
However, information gained from tables like the ones above does not help policymakers, curriculum developers and educational practitioners to understand why their educational system is performing as it does, for example, why England (together with Wales) is performing more poorly than many of its EU partners.

The broad interest world-wide in the TIMSS results illustrates the relevance of this function.

**Benchmarking**

This function can best be illustrated with an example. Within the TIMSS study, some Asian countries and in Europe Belgium (Flemish) and the Czech Republic have the highest test scores in mathematics. Any country interested in improving its teaching of mathematics can analyze its 'own' case against the Asian countries and/or the European countries with respect to many variables, related to curricular aspects of mathematics and science education (including curricular materials), pedagogical approaches and instructional processes, school variables, teacher background, teacher training (and in-service training), etc. Such analyses may result in proposals for change, although no easy answers can be expected. For such countries, an important question in the next IEA study would be whether their performance will then be closer to that of the reference countries chosen.

**'Monitoring' the Quality of Education**

One step further than benchmarking goes monitoring: the regular assessing of educational processes on different levels of the educational system with the purpose of bringing about change when and where needed ('informed decision-making'). This function is an example of assessment-led monitoring of the curriculum (but in the case of IEA studies, on the basis of curriculum-based assessment). For this use, trend data are needed, i.e. a cycle of regular assessments in the subject areas which are being monitored (such as the IEA and OECD cycle of studies in mathematics, sciences and reading literacy). For this reason the IEA was asked to repeat the TIMSS study for the grade 8 population in 1999.
‘Understanding’ the Reasons for Observed Differences

Policy makers may want to understand differences between or within educational systems from the perspective of national policy-making (this function should be distinguished from the next one: cross-national research).

This function is again one step further than just collecting data for monitoring purposes: It serves ultimately policy makers’ needs, but is clearly among researchers’ interests as well. To realize this function, information about learning and teaching processes and their inputs as well as in-depth analyses of achievement results in the context of this background data are needed. IEA international comparative studies collect different kinds of background data as well, but the IEA considers this type of analysis an important task of the participating countries themselves as they can best bring up the research and analysis questions which are relevant to their educational systems. Below, an example from Switzerland relative to TIMSS will be presented.

Another good example is the analysis done in the USA of the data of the IEA’s Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) resulting in a monograph, *The Underachieving Curriculum* (McKnight et al., 1989), while an example from TIMSS will be discussed below. Here again no easy answers can be expected as to what measures should be taken to improve education in a country. But this kind of research may lead to policy decisions about changes in education (‘informed decision-making’), or to initiatives as was the case in the USA, where the NCTM (National Council for the Teaching of Mathematics) developed the well-known standards for the teaching of mathematics.

‘Cross-National Research’

This function refers to exploratory and/or in-depth research on the IEA databases. In TIMSS, this in-depth analysis is still to be done.

Many examples can be found in the IEA volumes. Here I only want to mention two other examples. Postlethwaite and Ross (1994) carried out an exploratory study on the IEA reading literacy database (data collection in 1990-91) in an effort to find indicators discriminating between more effective and less effective schools in reading.

The second example is Keeves’ (1996) monograph *The World of School Learning: Selected Key Findings From 35 Years of IEA Research*, in which he discusses, on the basis of all IEA studies conducted until 1994, ten key findings with suggested implications for educational planning.
What Data to Collect: Some Practical and Theoretical Considerations

The question as to what kind of data should be collected in an international comparative assessment study cannot be answered unambiguously. The question is not a trivial one when one realizes that in most IEA studies more than 20 countries and in TIMSS even more than 40 countries are participating. Many participants may differ in the functions they want to concentrate on or the goals they want to reach by means of the study. Some may want to emphasize the description of only a small number of indicators, while others strive for a large number of variables in order to be able to analyze their country's data properly. Besides, according to its mission, the IEA does want to create opportunities for conducting cross-national analyses in order to enhance the understanding of the functioning of educational systems at all levels. On top of this, there is the dilemma between desirability and feasibility: Researchers may desire to collect as much data as possible to be able to do in-depth secondary analyses of a rich database, while the usually restricted possibilities to collect data in schools as well as limited budgets impose severe restrictions on the size of the data collections. So, in this type of studies compromises have to be made between the interests of all participating countries. The IEA is therefore striving for a design and for instruments that are as 'equally unfair' as possible to all participating countries.

For a study to be effective and efficient, a well-thought conceptual framework addressing the issues to be considered in the study is necessary. Almost all of the functions mentioned above need measuring of educational achievement and other educational outcomes on three levels of the educational system:

**Assessment**
- What students learn
- What and how schools and teachers teach
- What the community values
  (what students should learn)

**System level**
- Micro level
- Meso level
- Macro level
IEA studies address all these three levels by distinguishing between three appearances of the curriculum:

- The *intended* curriculum: What should be taught and learned; can be measured by analyzing documents such as official syllabi, course outlines, text books;
- The *implemented* curriculum: What is actually being taught or taking place in schools and the classroom – the content, time allocations, instructional strategies, etc.; to be measured by means of questionnaires (or observations);
- The *attained* curriculum: What students attain or learn in terms of cognitive skills, attitudes, etc.; to be measured by means of tests.

In, for example, the conceptual model for the TIMSS study, the variables influencing education are seen as “situated in a series of embedded contexts starting from the most global and moving to the most personal one”, as is illustrated in Figure 1 (Robitaille, 1993; pp. 26-27).

*Figure 1.* The conceptual framework for TIMSS (Robitaille, 1993, pp. 26-27).
The Potential and Challenges of International Comparative Studies...

For more information about the conceptual approach of the IEA, see for example Robitaille and Garden (1992) and Plomp (1992).

In a typical IEA study, many actions have to be taken to collect and provide data and indicators of good quality. These include curriculum analysis; instrument development (including pilot testing, translation, etc.); sampling; the production of instruments; data collection, cleaning and file building; quality control of each component done in the participating countries; data analysis; report writing.

What Data to Collect: Some Examples

In relation to the practical and theoretical considerations discussed above, the questions as to what data should be collected in national and international assessment studies can still be answered in various ways. Again, the answers depend on the functions of the study as well as on the research questions that the study is going to address. On top of that, participating countries may want to use an international comparative study to find answers to some national questions as well. Therefore, the 'what data' question has to be answered for each study separately. Here we will present some examples typical of IEA studies.

Data From What Target Populations?

The choice of the target population(s) is clearly a reflection of the (policy or research) questions in which one is interested. For example, in its cycle of achievement data collections, the OECD collects data from 15/16-year-olds, in order to be able to provide policy makers with a baseline profile of the achievement of students at (or close to) the end of compulsory schooling. On the other hand, in the IEA TIMSS study data were collected (among other things) in the 3rd/4th grade (population 1), the 7th/8th grade (population 2) and the final year of secondary school (population 3), which allows for several comparisons. First of all, the growth between two adjacent grades can be measured. But by including items common to both populations in the tests, also the growth in mathematics and science from grade 4 (elementary school) to grade 8 (junior secondary school) can be measured. In TIMSS, also comparisons between populations 2 and 3 can be made. Moreover, the IEA target populations allow for monitoring the quality of education during compulsory schooling.
Multiple Assessment Measures

In the IEA TIMSS study achievement data were collected in two ways. The achievement tests taken by all students in the study consisted of open-ended questions and multiple choice questions. Besides, a sub sample of the students in populations 1 and 2 did a series of performance assessment tasks in mathematics and science. The performance assessment, which was the same for both populations, was administered in a ‘circus’ format in which a student completed three to five tasks. The results are reported in Harmon et al. (1997). Table 3 presents some of the results of the performance assessment together with achievement results taken from Table 1 for the countries that participated in both the achievement testing and the performance assessment in grade 8.

Table 3
TIMSS Grade 8: Achievement and Performance Scores for Mathematics and Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achievement test</td>
<td>Performance tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(scale pts)</td>
<td>(av. %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intl. Average</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Beaton, Martin, et al., 1996; Beaton, Mullis, et al., 1996; Harmon et al., 1997

The table illustrates the ‘mirror’ function of this descriptive data, which may lead to important questions to be addressed by policy makers and educational practitioners in many countries.
A number of countries have similar scores for all assessment measures: Singapore consistently at the top and for example Spain, Portugal and Colombia consistently below the international average.

Interesting questions can be asked in, for example, the Netherlands and the Czech Republic. Both countries score high above the international average in the mathematics and science achievement tests, but only close to the international average in the performance tasks. If one values the capability of pupils to do well in performance tasks, then the satisfaction of these two countries with their high scores in the achievements tests should not overshadow the concerns they may have about their average results in the performance tasks.

Some other countries have one result that deviates from a pattern. For example, Switzerland is doing very well in the performance tasks and mathematical achievement, but averagely well in science achievement.

The examples presented illustrate that analyzing descriptive results of multiple assessment measures allows countries to ask questions which may lead to further, in-depth analyses of and/or to discussions about the emphasis and focus in the curriculum.

**Background Data**

Background data are always collected in IEA studies (see Figure 1). Such data allow us to address research questions as to what factors contribute to good quality education. Another reason for collecting such data is that it allows countries to search for determinants of national results in an international context.

In the IEA Reading Literacy Study, Postlethwaite and Ross (1994) concluded that a large number of background variables had an influence on reading achievement. These were divided into several categories, namely indicators of

- student activities at home;
- school context;
- school characteristics;
- school resources;
- school initiatives;
- school management and development;
- teacher characteristics;
- classroom conditions, teacher activities;
- teaching methods.
Postlethwaite and Ross (1994) analyzed cross-nationally these indicators in the light of the question of what makes a school effective in reading. They found that in order to increase students’ reading performance, voluntary out-of-school reading should be fostered among students, particularly during the primary school years; schools should have classroom and/or school libraries; and teachers should emphasize reading for comprehension.

In general, the accumulated experiences gained in IEA studies in combination with the questions to be addressed in a study determine to a large extent what background data should be collected from schools, teachers and pupils.

A Need for National Assessment

International comparative studies can be utilized by a country to study its own educational practices in an international comparative context. In the case of Switzerland, Moser (1997) analyzed, in relation to mathematics and TIMSS, the extent to which instructional practices (child-oriented vs. subject-oriented instruction) and instructional variables (the autonomy of students in child-oriented classes vs. on-task behavior in subject-oriented classes) influenced learning outcomes, not only mathematics achievement but also students’ internal activity, self-activity and interest in mathematics. He concluded that instructional practices and instructional variables do not have a significant effect on mathematics achievement, but many effects on other learning outcomes. In the light of the much better results in Japan (a country with a special emphasis on subject-matter instructional practices and on on-task behavior), he concludes that instructional practices in Switzerland can improve in these aspects.

Another example of a national analysis from Switzerland is related to our earlier conclusion that in TIMSS Switzerland did quite well in the performance tasks and in mathematics achievement, but averagely well in science achievement. Ramseier (1997) analyzed possible causes for this and concluded that this can be explained by a discrepancy between the Swiss science curriculum (teaching priorities) and the science section included in the international achievement test.

Most international comparative studies do allow for a limited number of national questions (‘national option’). The example of Switzerland illustrates how important it is that countries participating in international comparative studies think beforehand about the national (policy and/or research) questions they want to address by means of such a study; also what typical characteristics of the national system need to be included in the background questionnaires to allow for relevant national analyses.
Concluding Remarks

In the light of the discussion and reflection on the significance of international comparative studies, such as those done by the IEA in order to evaluate and monitor the quality of education, some concluding remarks can be made.

First of all, participating in international comparative studies bears greater relevance to a country if important reference countries are participating as well. For that reason, a study like TIMSS has special relevance to the countries belonging to the European Union as well as Northern American and a number of Asian countries.

But from the viewpoint of many countries, important reference countries are not restricted to a geographical region. Therefore, the participation of Argentina and Chile in the TIMSS-Repeat can still be of great importance to these countries, although they are the only countries from the Latin American region.

The IEA type of studies are logistically and methodologically complex studies. An important feature of IEA studies is the training of National Research Coordinators (NRCs). This is an essential component of the study, as many NRCs appear not to be familiar with the methodology and especially the specifics of international comparative studies. Another not so tangible benefit of participating in such studies is the development of a network of researchers and specialists (in for example, sampling, psychometrics, test development, data analysis, etc.), which can be tapped into when countries develop their own evaluation and national assessment studies.

One important aspect, often overlooked, is the possibility of linking national assessments to international assessments. The proper linking of the two will not only increase the benefits a country can gain from investments in assessment studies, but is certainly also cost-efficient.

Another cost aspect is related to the question what data should be collected. As we illustrated in the examples above, policy and research questions should be the primary factors determining what data should be collected. On the other hand, when cost factors come in and have too great an influence on what data are (or are not) collected, one runs the risk of limited usability of the data collected. If in the case of TIMSS the IEA had collected only achievement data (which indeed allows for interesting indicators like the ones in Table 1) but no data on schools, teachers and students, a country like Switzerland would never have been able to do national analyses in an international context and would have missed the unique opportunity to address some important national questions. It is often only a small increase in
costs which makes the difference between collecting just achievement data or getting a rich data set which allows for in-depth analyses of important issues.
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Introduction

In the 1990s the international assessment community witnessed a dramatic growth in participation in comparative education studies due in part to countries’ growing concerns about economic competitiveness, their adoption of standards movements, and a general shift in interest to outputs, not just inputs, of education. This growth was supported by advances in statistical methodologies and the inclusion of policy makers in planning and implementation, and was evidenced in the widespread media attention and uses of the results to review and set education policy. We can only expect that interest in international assessments of education will remain strong and that the education community and the public will continue to pull away, as they began to do in the 1990s, from reporting on the “horse race” to using comparative data to support educational improvement by means of educational indicators.

Indicator Envy

In this presentation I define indicators and try to differentiate them from the research program and express my opinion about how research feeds indicators. However, the indicators program that the OECD has is something quite different. For me, an indicator is information that is often statistical and tells something about a complex system, in this case education.
I tend to say that we in education have indicator envy of economics. I think that part of the social indicators in the sixties and seventies were a big movement in the United States and also in Europe, to try to figure out how we in education could have some of the power and credibility that gross national products, gross domestic products and unemployment rates have in the imagination of policy makers and of the general public. How could we capture some of that for education?

First we tried to take on all of society and create social indicators, and it did not quite work. So we are going at it again in education and trying to be more specific. I think that this is part of the idea of trying to find some few phenomena or factors that all let us know more about an educational system in some particular way. I often like to think in a mechanistic way that these phenomena or factors turned into indicators are something like the dials on your car or in an airplane which let you know how fast you are going and how much oil you are using.

Defining Educational Indicators

We have a general framework to guide thoughts about educational research and this is also the sort of framework that has been guiding the thoughts about indicators. Starting with context, we could say that context here is the general society in which the educational system is operating. Inputs are usually things like financial inputs, the number of students enrolled, and what kind of teaching staff you have. Processes deal with how students are being taught, what the instructional practices are, what other kind of processes are going on in the school, etc. The outputs are often thought to be outcomes, for instance student level outcomes, or how well students do in different subject areas. General education attainment levels in the population, how many are going to work, how many will go on to post-secondary school are also outcome indicators. So this is the framework that is used in indicators work in the United States and the OECD.

The indicator movement of the OECD has been striving for a few key indicators—fifty-four was the idea—to be able to provide basic information to policy makers about the educational system. I think in the life of the INES project over the last years, over a hundred indicators have been proposed at one time or other, not always in one publication, though. One of the problems in this area is how to come up with agreement on what these indicators should be.
The indicators also help to communicate information related to the educational system. I know what I am talking about when I see enrolment rates, when I see expenditures per capita. These tell me something important. They are meant to communicate to the general public. You can publish them in the newspaper, and people will be able to understand them. They are also stable over time. You can track them over time. In other words, their definition does not change from one day to another.

When you have the indicators, the interest goes immediately from broad comparisons to specifically how a system functions. Then finally the public wants to know why, and this leads you into both qualitative and quantitative research. This is why I think that there has to be some sort of complementary system.

I am very concerned about the notion that if we are doing the indicators at the OECD we do not need to do the research. From a U.S. perspective that is not at all the case, since research is the foundation we really need, while indicators are in some ways a communication tool, they are not the end you are seeking. The understanding is what you want from the research, but you also need to be able to communicate certain aspects of that research quickly. When people say “Well, we are spending now all the money on indicators and we don’t need to do the research”, this to me is a very disturbing trend. We are working very hard on keeping the TIMSS notion alive, the IEA alive and making sure that we continue having rich research with all of the variables that we are interested in. Somebody has to do the research from which we draw our indicators. Otherwise you have a very, very sterile system that really will stop telling you what you want to know. Yes, I am very concerned about the movements to reduce research efforts.

Developing an International Indicator System

There are a multitude of issues involved in doing indicators or developing an international indicator system. As you can imagine, in an international context, what one country wants to know about is often not what the next country wants to know about. I feel one of my most interesting discussions was with one representative of the Nordic countries. In the U.S. the notion of excellence is a very important topic. The Danes, however, do not want to talk about excellence. From our conversations it seems that excellence is a very divisive topic. The Danes want to talk about doing well for everyone. When you start talking about excellence, they think you are cut-
ting out certain people, so they do not like to discuss that topic at all. To a North American it is shocking that people do not want to talk about excellence.

Thinking about coming to agreement about what indicators we want as an international group is no accident. I think that the U.S. is the chair of the student outcomes group in that work because the whole notion of the “horse race” talks about how well we do in mathematics, how well we do in science, how well we do in reading. This is a very American inclination. But when one of our national goals is to be first in the world in mathematics and science and as the twelfth grade results show we have quite a way to go, this creates a dilemma.

The U.S. is really particularly interested in these student outcome indicators, and many of the people I am working with are also interested in other kinds of student outcomes. We are calling these “cross-curricular competencies” – those skills and abilities that are not necessarily subject-bound, but help to lead to success in later life. These might not be measured as mathematics, science or reading or something as straightforward as that.

In addition, there is the area of what contextual variables are important. I think that it is particularly difficult to determine what cultural variables are important and should be measured to really understand why the system functions the way it does.

Measurement is another problem that we have. When we talk about outcomes we are talking about test scores. Do we want to look at these cross-curricular competencies in the same way or do we want to have another way of looking at them? People say we need to look at some domains within mathematics and so we get down to looking at how people do in calculus, geometry, numbers, and operations. My question is: Does that give me enough information or do we want to have something else? People then want to look at the individual item to understand student responses. So it is a question of both the complexity and accuracy of your indicators: What is simple enough, what is clear enough, and how well do you measure what you are looking at? Are we really measuring what the world thinks is mathematics and science, or is this a particular idea which comes from one particular cultural group or another?

As for the Adult Literacy Survey for instance, there is a question one might ask: Is it a particularly Anglo-Saxon way of looking at what adult literacy is? The French have raised that issue with us: ‘Well, we do not do this – we do not look at adult literacy in the same way in France as you might do in Canada and in the U.S. Even though some of the Canadians speak French, that does not matter, they are not French and they do things the way the Americans do.’ So it is the question of how
we measure different complex contexts. Do we want to include, for example, across countries private and public schools? In some countries private schools are not important, in others they are, and in some countries the government pays for private schools.

A big question we have right now is about teacher qualifications and how teachers are trained, what they get to teach, particularly in the case of U.S. mathematics and science for the twelfth grade. We found out that about fifty-five percent of our students taking physics were taught by teachers that did not major in any science. We actually had people learning physics from people that had never really studied physics in any significant way.

Multiple Audiences

Another issue is the level of the educational system for which we want to have an indicator system. We are talking here about an international indicator set, which is quite different from a national indicator set, which I would say is quite different from a local indicator set. At the other extreme, in some ways you can think of a report card to home to parents as a personal indicator set of how Charley is doing and of the personality that Charley has. So it is necessary to determine at which level you are pitching the indicators. Often at the OECD level there are a lot of arguments about indicators that people want that are particularly important to their country but might better be served in a national indicator set than in an international indicator set.

Multiple audiences is another issue that needs to be addressed. We want something for the general public but is that detailed enough for people that have to make decisions about the educational system? So, again you have the difficulty of different levels of indicators and who the indicators are intended for.

I think one of the thorniest issues is: How many indicators do you really need? If you drive a simple car you might have a gas gauge and a speedometer. If you drive a slightly larger, more advanced car you will have a number of dials to accommodate to tell you how many revolutions per minute. You might have a more dynamic oil-gauge. You might need pressure, you might need something that tells you the temperature of your car and so on. How many of those do you need for something as complex as an educational system? Do you need as many as in an airplane? If you think of the educational system as difficult to drive, as difficult to manage or steer. The French have the notion of steering or piloting (pilotage) of an educational
system. For such a view of *pilotage*, how many indicators do you need? When do you know you have enough information to do a good job in understanding the educational system particularly if you want to use the indicators to make decisions.

**Progress in Educational Indicators**

What kind of progress have we made in indicators in the last 35-40 years? There have been a spate of national indicator reports. It is fascinating to look at them to see what different countries choose as indicators. I have a couple of examples of indicator sets: one from the U.S., which is a very decentralized system with lots of local control and state control, and the other from the French system, which is very centralized.

In the U.S. the basic responsibility for education is not at the national level; it is at the state level. It is really at the 50 state levels that they really need to pay attention to indicators and to know what is going on. What we try to do is provide comparisons. If we are going to make international comparisons, we often do them with the data for the individual states as well as for nations, and we look at some general background, things that we would call context variables.

We also have indicators of student achievement and attainment. We look at school completion rates that we have at different levels and the mathematics achievement. We actually did an experimental linking study: We projected an earlier mathematics study, using the national data that states had on their mathematics performance, asking how they would have done if they had taken the international test. So this was a way of giving state-specific scores for example on something like TIMSS. Then we tried to figure out how they would have done compared to other countries. We had states that would have done as well as one of the high-performers, almost as well as some of the high-performing countries such as Singapore, and some that are below the poor-performing countries as well – but it shows the variation among the U.S. states compared to other countries. The labor market outcomes, for their part, are looking at unemployment, education earnings and so on. This is the regular indicator factory. You can generate more finance indicators quickly because of the practice in the field of economics to do indicators. This is also something that policy makers are very, very keen on having, so as to know how much they are spending and then looking at it in conjunction with the other indicators.
The primary publications by the French are a couple of indicator reports: One is called *L'état de l'École* and the other one is *Géographie de l'École* with *L'état de l'École*, however, being the one that they have as their flagship publication. It has a similar range of indicators for the indicator system as INES.

For the OECD, *Education at a Glance* is the primary OECD indicator report. Let me give you an idea of the kind of indicators that it contains. It begins with context, such as the demographic and social characteristics of the countries that participate in the project. Then inputs: the financial and human resources that are invested in education, looks at both the human capital and the financial indicators. We also have access to education, participation, looking at who goes to school, where and how long they go for tertiary education, and then a little bit on the organization of the schools. This system contains process variables, such as class size, reports on the staff ratios and how the students report the time, how they are using the time they are in school. Finally, student achievement indicators having to do with Network A. These are all generated from the TIMSS study. So that is the progress.

**Culture-Sensitiveness**

Most indicators are culture-sensitive; even those that you think are simple are really culture-sensitive. For example, school expenditures are really very difficult when you count your national expenditures on education, because what you get counted as education in one country is paid for by the Ministry of Health in another. So the U.S. looks as if it had very big education expenditures, but much of these expenditures are paid for by other entities in other countries. So the student has the benefit of all of that expenditure, but it is not counted as *education* expenditure. For example, transportation is counted in the U.S., because we buy school buses and send people, but in lots of countries it is paid for by the Ministry of Transport. That is a simple example.

Getting to the large picture of the cross-curricular competency issue, the whole problem of what it is that we want our children to be able to do when they get out of school, is a very thorny issue. You start getting at very deeply held beliefs about the purposes of education when you start talking about outcomes and measuring outcomes that are not as simple as mathematics, science, reading. For example, when you start talking about what *solving problems* is about you run into difficulty. We had a pilot in problem-solving from a North American perspective and it literally
made my Swiss counterpart angry: How could you be so silly to say this was problem-solving? To him it was too much. He did not want to do it and he did not do it in Switzerland because the whole notion of problem-solving from an American point of view was too embarrassing. Also, I would say the notion of self-concept in the U.S. is something that is really problematic. There was a whole range of self-concept items that were perfectly acceptable in a European context, but I would have been fired the next day if I had had them administered in the U.S.! So there is a whole range of things that are very sensitive when it comes to student outcomes.

The whole notion of a school is problematic when you get to the upper secondary level. In Germany, are children in the dual system going to school? They are getting educated, but what about their participation? There are some Kantons in Switzerland where they literally do not have principals. Teachers organize things, but then even school organization – when you do indicators of how schools are organized – is also culture-sensitive! When you go further afield, outside the OECD countries, some of the arrangements are very, very different. In Brazil, for example, they have state schools and municipal schools. The state schools have to follow rules that are set down by the government, and municipal schools can just pop up and teach whatever they want to. So how do you make sense out of this kind of system for an indicator report?

Importance Across Cultures

Coming to agreement about what you really want to know is a difficult task within a country or across countries. What is the set of indicators you want? What do those dials look like? What is it we need to know about education? What is important to communicate. I think that in a national report that is to some extent idiosyncratic to each country, but internationally we need to come to some set of what is important across cultures.

First of all, context. What are the things you need to know? Equity is one of them, as an example. But how do you create a social economic status variable across cultures, across countries and how do you measure it – it is very difficult to get this indicator in a survey cross-nationally. How do you set the context – even nationally sometimes?

Secondly, outcomes are very important. They remind me of de Saint-Exupéry who wrote in The Little Prince that the most important things are the things that you
cannot see. Sometimes I feel that way about indicators. I can read a book of indicators which is very informative and very helpful and gives me a good picture, but I think what I really want to know, the dial I would really like to have I cannot see. And this, I think, is particularly so in outcomes. For some of the outcomes we just do not have a measurement system yet. Still, you have to be able to measure them, in order to have an indicator, and I do not think we can develop all the measures. This is a continuing challenge, a continuing problem. We are trying to work on the CCCs, cross-curricular competencies – such as problem-solving and working in groups, using technology – competencies you do not necessarily learn in any one course, but as we know, information for the idea of production rather than reproduction of knowledge. Those are the kind of outcome indicators that we are interested in, as opposed to the reproduction notion.

Thirdly, teaching. What are good indicators of teaching? We did a video study in the U.S. to look at some of this with TIMSS teachers, and we also looked at their survey answers. What teachers say they are doing and what people looking at them say they are doing are often quite different things. So we have the whole problem of self-report for process, for really getting at teaching. In many ways when you start talking about education, this is the heart of the matter. What teaching is like is really the black box in all of the indicator programs.

And finally, content. I think that the IEA should be congratulated for keeping this up and wanting to look at the content and how it is taught – the sequencing of what children are taught, what they are presented with. I would say the whole opportunity-to-learn issue and indicators of that kind are still in their infancy.

I just want to show you a couple of examples showing what the U.S. did along with TIMSS to answer some of these questions about teaching that came out of the observation and also the content.

We had mathematics experts across national groups from at least 4 – 5 countries looking at the content of the mathematics classes that were videotaped in three countries – in Germany, Japan and the U.S. – looking at what they would say was the quality of mathematics content in the classes that they saw. What would they say, were they high-, medium- or low-level content, with a consensus approach? This was quite an eye opener to the U.S. and Americans: In the sample of teachers, they could not see any content that they would say was of high quality in the classes. It is not to say it does not exist, but in the U.S. it is a rare event obviously; it did not show up in the sample of teachers for TIMSS.
There was another evaluation done by looking at videos. It was about whether teachers just stated concepts, or whether they developed concepts. When teachers were interviewed in Germany, the U.S. and Japan they were asked what the purpose of their lessons was. In the U.S. and to a large part in Germany the purpose was to get the students to solve problems. In Japan it was to understand the concepts. They did not worry themselves about solving problems; their goal was to get the students to understand the concepts of mathematics. There were a high number of classes where mathematics concepts were developed – almost 80 percent of the time in Japan and Germany and very little in the U.S. About eighty percent of the time they just tell them, they do not develop them. What does this mean for the way people are coming to mathematics in the 8th grade in the U.S? Indicators of this kind drawn from a rich observational research study, providing the third level of indicators, were very good at indicating to the American public the real differences in what goes on in schools in the three different countries.

The other thing that indicators of this kind are very good at is that if you know particular myths in a country that have been accepted as educational truths, you can present data to counterbalance them. In the U.S. we have always been told that our school year is shorter, that children in other countries are actually getting more mathematics and science, and what we just need to do is to keep our children in school longer or have longer school years. When we actually looked at the number of hours the children were being exposed to mathematics and science, they were not less in the U.S. than in other countries, because of the way the curriculum was arranged, the way the school year or the school day was run. Doing more of something you are not doing well is not particularly helpful, and so this was another way of killing a myth in the U.S. Somehow children need to have more mathematics and science instruction in order to do well, but that was not the difference between what was going on in Germany, Japan and the U.S.

So this was again looking a little deeper, having something to say about the process of education and being specific about it. This can do a lot in changing the nature of debate, and that is what I see the indicators are doing: helping in forming the debate of where to look, of where to go into more depth.
MERGING NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS
To provide some background to the viewpoints presented below, I might mention having been involved in the Second International Mathematics Study of the IEA (IEA/SIMS) and in the OECD educational indicators project INES, Network C, as a national researcher. Some comments will be made on international research and evaluation work based on my experiences in these studies, and particularly from a national point of view. This commentary will be neither exhaustive nor systematic, but will bring up some aspects that relate, for instance, to the nature of international co-operation and its effects on our national research and evaluation work.

First of all, it can be claimed that international projects, such as the IEA achievement studies, represent, by their basic approach, the scientific concept of evaluation. They have a theoretical model which is based on a multilevel system of education and the curriculum (Travers & Westbury, 1989), recognizing the role of evaluation in schooling. Such modeling also provides research work with its practical framework.

On the other hand, being based on administrative and policy interests in educational evaluation and in decision-making concerning the development of schools, the OECD project on educational indicators corresponds more closely with an administrative conception of evaluation. It is therefore no wonder that the national school administration in Finland has shown greater interest in the indicator work than in the IEA studies, at least if we look at its interest in organizing and funding our national
activities. In particular, the Finnish Ministry of Education has set up and funded a national working party to deal with the OECD indicator work.

The IEA, unlike the OECD, is not an organization for formal intergovernmental co-operation, but has rather evolved around issues of comparability, description and explanation. The IEA studies have therefore been more in the interests of our research institute (the Institute for Educational Research of the University of Jyväskylä), which has acted as the National Research Centre in the IEA studies. The Institute has accepted national responsibility for conducting the studies, and the Ministry of Education has granted financial support for this purpose. It must be recognized that the IEA studies have provided models for the work, whose results have raised wide interest in assessing the Finnish educational system.

IEA Studies and Finland

Up to 1998, Finland has taken part in altogether 12 international evaluation studies organized by the IEA in which our Institute has served as the National Research Centre, and one (the Pre-Primary) study where this duty was delegated to another institute. These activities started back in the early 1960s, in terms of the first Pilot Study, and continued with the First International Mathematics Study (IEA/FIMS), followed by the major early effort: the Six-Subjects Study at the turn of the 1970s.

Participation in these (two) international evaluation studies has provided the Institute for Educational Research with good and useful experience and expertise. It gave us potential to conduct national level assessments since the 1970s, in efforts to evaluate the progress of our concurrent school reforms, and to develop school and its curricula further. Thus, along with international contacts, the Finnish researchers gained experience and expertise which created conditions favorable to national research and evaluation work in general.

National Evaluation Agencies and Institutes in Finland

In Finland, educational research and evaluation have been done at universities and at their research institutes. As far as national level evaluation studies are concerned, the Institute for Educational Research has had a central role in Finland. In addition, various university faculties and departments have hosted research projects dealing
with education, such as, for example, those commissioned by the National Board of Schools in the 1970s and 1980s. At that time in Finland, research on schools was not done by the Ministry of Education nor by the former National Board of Schools – presently the National Board of Education – but by the academic society, i.e. universities. Besides expertise and capacity issues, this strategy was chosen because of possible reliability and credibility concerns. Results of school research conducted by the central government were thought to be regarded as less reliable than those coming from the academic circles, which are considered perhaps more objective and neutral, without vested interests. This aspect has been brought up, for instance, in a doctoral dissertation (Männistö, 1997) and related discussion on these issues.

The Reliability Issue

In each of the IEA studies the expertise of the International Specialist Committee has been outstanding, and even decisive in facilitating high quality research and reliable results. The international nature of IEA studies, and also the fact that the IEA is not about intergovernmental affairs, have protected the research from national-political interests and from compromises for political expedience.

In this context, the issue of reliability reminds me of an incident at a meeting in Toronto, during the Second International Mathematics Study (IEA/SIMS). The question of the publicity of the results suddenly turned up. The question was raised by some members in the assembly who were representing the Ministries of Education in their respective countries. For researchers it was self-evident that the results were to be published. But for some of the ministerial representatives this issue was threatening, so they proposed that if their results turned out to be poor, they should not be published. As an alternative they suggested that in any publications, an obscure code system should be used instead of naming educational systems or countries, so that it would be impossible to put one’s finger on any particular system/country. The researchers were amazed at this idea of not being open with the results. As we now know, the results of the study have been published in three international reports and in several national reports. In addition, they were addressed widely by the press in several countries. – It is desirable that when launching an international study, everyone is aware of and accepts the basic rules of scientific
research and heeds sound research ethics, which includes publishing the results, as well.

**National Benefits of International Co-operation**

When joining an international study, the question of its *national benefits* is always brought up. As benefits we could name, for example, the acquisition of new knowledge, research experience, and international professional contacts. Countries that have participated in the IEA studies are typically interested in follow-up type of research on their school systems. Here, the target population becomes a key issue. Is the target population *relevant* from the viewpoint of the national school system? Secondly, is the target population *the same* as in the earlier study, offering opportunities to contrast the results with the earlier ones, and to evaluate the educational outcomes of the national education system at its different stages of development?

For Finland it has been important to participate both in the First (FIMS) and in the Second Mathematics Studies (SIMS), and similarly, in the First and Second Science Studies (FISS and SISS). The target populations were the same in both of the mathematics studies, and also in both of the science studies (although not across these studies). Furthermore, the studies contained some tasks in common—so-called anchor items. This meant that the studies were partly repeated in the same target populations, but at different developmental stages of the Finnish educational system. In this way we got an opportunity to evaluate and compare the teaching and learning achievements for the same populations in the 1960s and in the 1980s. Back in the 1960s, Finland had what was called a parallel (or binary) school system, but in the 1980s, as a result of a school reform, we changed over to an integrated comprehensive school system, uniform for the entire age group.

When the comprehensive school system was being introduced, people were worried about the standards of education. The above-mentioned IEA studies, among other things, have made it possible to compare teaching and learning achievements in the older, parallel system and in the newer, comprehensive school system. By means of these studies and comparisons, researchers have been able to inform the pupils of the 1950s and 1960s, i.e. today’s decision-makers, who would otherwise cherish their golden memories of and beliefs in the good old days when school was better and learning achievements just excellent. We can say that the first two IEA studies in mathematics and in science were unique in the Finnish
situation. They are still the only studies yielding comparable research evidence of the Finnish school system at its different stages. These IEA studies are therefore valuable for us also in the historical sense. The timing of these studies has matched well with certain developmental stages of our school system.

The unfortunate fact that we were not able to participate in the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) by the IEA has been remedied, however, as Finland has been involved in the current repetition phase of the study (TIMSS-R). The data collection took place in 1999, and once again we have research data and results available concerning the teaching and learning of these subjects in a new curricular situation.

Curriculum Analysis

National school systems tend to have certain characteristics of their own. International studies seek to take these national characteristics into account to the extent practically possible, and to ensure that the research and its results are as valid as possible for each school system. One such component in the IEA studies is curriculum analysis. It seeks to define certain essential input factors of schooling. By means of national analyses of objectives and content, the overall frame for international item pools can be determined, from which the items for common instruments can then be sampled. This will increase the content validity of the instruments for each country and school system.

Again, the curricular situation in Finland has changed. Back in the 1970s and early 1980s, we used to have a centralized national curriculum which determined the inputs, objectives and content of teaching in a uniform manner for all comprehensive and senior secondary schools. At the time it was relatively easy to do an analysis of the national curriculum: There was only one, detailed and comprehensive, national curriculum for each target population to be analyzed. The present situation is different: We have a national framework curriculum, written on a rather general level, on the basis of which schools prepare their own, more detailed curricula, often with particular emphases. As may be expected, the school-based curricula vary in format and quality. In some schools they are written plans, in some others they may be partly written, partly taped, etc.

How should one go about analyzing the national curriculum in this situation? Should we analyze the framework curriculum and all the school-based curricula of the
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schools in the sample? Or should we analyze the framework curriculum and the textbooks available? For each subject there are usually three or four textbook series as alternatives from which the schools can choose. As we all know, a textbook tends to be an operationalization of the curriculum, telling what teaching should be like content-wise. Are textbooks becoming a significant part of the curriculum in this new situation? Are the textbooks complementary to the general-level framework curriculum? Curriculum analysis may in this situation end up being very textbook-oriented, which of course would not be curriculum-independent analysis, either.

We have to bear in mind that the IEA studies include also opportunity-to-learn (OTL) assessments, done by each teacher of the sampled classes, to complement the overall curriculum analyses. Thus, the OTL assessments reflect the implemented curriculum and relate to the validity of the study from the national point of view.

The Role of National Expertise

The curriculum analyses in the international studies are prepared by national experts in accordance with an international framework. The contribution of the national researcher and the advisory group should ideally be used in the international studies also when it comes to classifications or interpretations concerning the national school system. However, the editor of an international report may sometimes, relying on his or her own judgement alone, make questionable or even misleading interpretations of a national school system. For instance, in the Second International Science Study, the editor of an international report, overruling the national expert opinion, interpreted a group of students as being specialized in a particular subject. Yet, these students were merely studying this subject as one subject among many other subjects, all of them as a uniform course, and they were studying it only a couple of hours per week. The interpretation was made, however, even though the national researcher could not regard them as specialized in the subject. In cases like this we should accept that the national researcher makes his or her judgements within the international framework and on the basis of his or her acquaintance with the national curriculum. Of course, the national researcher has to justify and provide valid arguments for such interpretations so that the author understands them and is convinced that the argumentation is well-grounded.
There are other cases, too, when national researchers have found it difficult to have erroneous information corrected at the proof-reading stage of the report manuscripts. Such misinterpretation seems particularly likely when it comes to curriculum analyses. It is unfortunate and unacceptable if incorrect judgements remain and get published in an international report despite the national researcher’s efforts to correct them.

Educational Indicators

As already mentioned in the beginning, educational indicators are meant to serve policy-making. Educational policy makers want information about the functioning of the educational system, for instance, for the purposes of planning and resource allocations. While educational policy makers content themselves with system level indicators, the authorities in school administration call also for school-based indicators.

The educational indicators of the OECD yield information at the system level about the economy, processes and achievements of education as well as about attitudes toward education. For each of these components, the aim has been to produce a number of indicators reflecting essential aspects pertinent to schooling and education. The significance of the indicators for educational policy, the meaningfulness and attraction of the pieces of information conveyed, however, depend ultimately on the needs and views of the user.

The OECD indicators are system level indicators. There are needs for indicators at other levels as well. Today, in our national education policy the emphasis is on market-orientation and neo-liberalistic principles. In this regard, national school authorities are sometimes calling for school-based indicators which would enable comparisons between individual schools and make them compete with each other, while introducing what is called steering by information. By the same token, in the market situation, parents may also wish to get information about the quality of the schools in the area. This direction may lead us into national and regional work on school-based indicators in Finland. Already, such indicators are applied to universities, for the above-mentioned purposes. For other schools too, indicators could possibly be used as criteria for quality and for resource allocation. However, it will not be easy to reach an agreement upon the principles to be used in the allocation. Should the resources be used as rewards where the indicators show success already, or should we direct more resources to those schools where the indicators look poor, so that...
they could improve their results with the extra funding? Exclusively quantitative indicators may prove very harmful to the qualitative development of schools in the context of competition. In such circumstances the schools are tempted to strive for the quantitative goals in every possible way. That kind of competition would not be likely to motivate and encourage qualitative development.

The recent delegation of power to schools and municipalities has meant a clear change in the Finnish administration culture. Now that the central government no longer provides schools with a curriculum or administrative directives, the central government is looking at the situation from the accountability point of view and taking interest in indicator-type information on how Finnish schools are functioning, e.g.: How have the municipalities, as owners and maintainers of schools, directed their state subsidies to school expenditures, when compared to the earlier practice? Has the course of action been in line with their adopted objectives? and so forth. As the planning and decision-making is no longer centrally directed, the central government is increasingly interested in the processes going on and results gained in schools in the light of the various indicators. This is related, among other things, to the current discussion in Finland about possible school-leaving examinations for comprehensive school.

As for international comparisons, although the inevitable conceptual and practical compromises impose certain restrictions, the OECD indicators still yield to a great extent comparable evidence. In general, the indicators have shown considerable variation from one country to another. The process indicators, for example, reveal that for the lower stage of the Finnish comprehensive school (or primary school, if you wish) there are characteristics that may be highly contextual, bound with time and the situation. These include factors such as internal interaction in the school, and discussion between the school and homes about values and objectives, which phenomena are directly affected by the concurrent curriculum work in schools (Kangasniemi, 1997; OECD, 1997). The process indicators also show how we go about with evaluation matters in Finland. Evaluation is still seen in primary schools as student assessment, rather than as a means to evaluate and develop teaching and promote learning. The indicators also tell us that there are few connections between the lower and upper stages of comprehensive schools – they have separate locations and functions etc.

The achievement indicators produced by the OECD have so far been mostly based on the research data collected by the IEA. These indicators have sought to
rank the school systems of different countries on the basis of their learning results (OECD, 1996, 1997), which is typical of the indicator thinking. Having been actively involved in several IEA studies and thus acquired similar information earlier, these indicators have not given us much new food for thought so far. While the IEA studies have, in addition, provided information supplementary to achievement indicators, they have offered a broader base for studying and interpreting these indicators. It seems that the contextual information offered by Education at a Glance cannot be related to student outcomes with equal confidence.

As Finland was not a participant in the IEA's Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), the OECD achievement indicators in 1997 were left blank for Finland. This was noticed here, and the Finnish Ministry of Education, for one, has regretted our absence from TIMSS. This can be taken as an indication that with relation to the indicators, appreciation of the IEA studies has been considerably enhanced among educational policy makers and administrators in Finland.

Feedback and Utilization

It is said that knowledge is power. This is partly true. Because the knowledge must also be used, the feedback obtained put into good use. Only through its utilization or wielding may knowledge become power. In my opinion, we should increase national discussion in Finland, in order to take full advantage of research knowledge and increase its appreciation. It is not enough to publish the study results; the results need to be refined and turned into practical measures. Furthermore, when informing people about the results of studies and evaluation projects, the researchers ought to see to it that the material published includes also information on certain context, input, and process factors involved, and not only the outcomes as such. This is to counteract the prevailing principles of accountability which lay perhaps too much stress on mere school achievements, and therefore they are often published at the cost of information about important frame factors. This is not to say that radical actions are needed.

On the evidence obtained from international studies, I think we should examine, each within our own educational system, the similarities and differences between the functioning of the system and the objectives set to it. In so doing, it should be
accepted that each national education system can have a profile and special characteristics of its own, and universal conformity is not the goal.
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Growing Interest in International Evaluations

A small nation, whose most important resource is the people, especially the children and the young, cannot afford negligence when monitoring the development of education. It is not enough to just think we are doing fine – we must also do so – and therefore we must first know what we are good at, nationally and internationally, and what needs to be improved (Clarkson, 1994).

Our children and youth are already living in a world where students and the workforce are moving across borders not only as interrailers or tourists but as new active citizens of the world. The barriers to international interaction have been considerably lowered by the rapid advance of and easier access to information technology. This trend is but speeding up. New technologies have also transformed the educational environment, making international interaction and co-operation an everyday part of students’ life and learning.

The people of today, especially the young, are truly interested to know what kind of education they will have, on which to lean when leaving for the world. And in general, what kind of education will be required in our society which is becoming
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more international and in the outside world? These are questions which cannot be ignored by educational policy makers or researchers. We need evaluation information on many issues: What is the level of our national competence? What kind of desire for learning and confidence in our competence do we have? What about our communicative and interactive skills, both face-to-face and through networks? How do we face other cultures and multiculturalism? Does our educational system prepare us for lifelong learning and for future employment? Is it capable of fostering people’s personal growth and active citizenship as individuals and of providing sustainable and balanced development to the nation as a whole?

The Multicultural Concept of Evaluation

In the context of international evaluation projects in recent years, a point of shared interest has been the view of education as a national investment and a source of added value. There is now a global interest in the structure, value basis, and functioning of educational systems, as well as in the standard and quality of educational processes and their outcomes, i.e. the competencies produced. The interest is similar in the equivalence of qualifications and in the social consequences of education, especially with regard to employment. Along with the development of technology, the discrepancy between educational outcomes and the competencies required in working life has increased the need for international co-operation, and in particular, for national and international evaluations of competence.

Although evaluation has traditionally not been considered real scientific work, it is gaining an ever stronger foothold as a scientific discipline of its own (Scriven, 1991, 1994). It is regarded as an applied transdiscipline, the strength of which derives from its societal relevance – both nationally and, increasingly, internationally. Today, the theoretical and methodological demands made on an evaluation scheme are high. Evaluation activities resemble research work. Evaluation must have a sound conceptual basis and a theoretical frame. Furthermore, the data for evaluation must be collected systematically, efficiently and economically employing different research paradigms and methods and so that the information obtained is reliable, credible, generalizable, as well as up-to-date, content-wise and context-based. (House, 1995; Norris, 1995.) Consequently, the conclusions drawn on the basis of the data should extend our knowledge and lead to relevant improvements. A special emphasis has
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The prevailing conception of evaluation – the fourth generation of evaluation (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) – accordingly emphasizes a constructivistic and socio-cultural approach, where different values and principles have to be negotiated with a view to forming a shared framework for evaluation, and moreover, preferably so that the values and informational needs of different interest groups – both individuals and nations – are taken into account. A special emphasis is laid on the rights and protection of the target of evaluation (Norris, 1995). Cultural pluralism is also attached to an eclectic and interdisciplinary approach. Evaluators must have content area knowledge accompanied with expertise in evaluation theories, methods and practices as well as psychological and societal understanding. Multiculturalism encompasses multiple methodologies, both quantitative and qualitative approaches, and integration of different theoretical frameworks and evaluation procedures (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; House, 1990; Scriven, 1994).

In international evaluation schemes, this means matching up quite varied national values, visions and standards in an open-minded fashion. It is in this way only that evaluation can be ethically justified and operationally sensible, promoting both national and global interests. As any other type of research, evaluation is valid only if its results can help learn more about the target, enabling conclusions with relevance to educational objectives and underlying values, and leading to viable solutions for development (cf. Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, 1985, p. 9).

Making the right decision on developmental actions, in turn, calls for expertise which is rooted in a national context, in national realities and visions. After all, the validity of evaluation also lies in its consequences – in educational development work and in educational research.

The Added Value From International Evaluation Schemes

International evaluations can reveal, more clearly than national ones, the special characteristics of a particular education culture with respect to its context, processes, learning achievements, and developmental challenges. From close range it is often more difficult to see – than from a distance, within a world-wide frame – what the most original features are in one’s own educational culture: where the strongest
points are, where the best potential; and on the other hand, what is weak, stagnant or problematic.

An international evaluation process—defining the basic concepts, creating a shared evaluation basis, designing the instruments, planning for the analyses, even deciding on the contents and form of reporting—is a very revealing and illuminating experience for the people involved. I can assure this from my own experience: For the IEA studies I have been involved in the Reading Literacy Study (RLS) and also in the Second Information Technology in Education Study (SITES); and for the OECD projects, in the Second International Adult Literacy Survey (SIALS) and in the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA).

It is especially at the international work meetings that the cultural differences stand out as frequently multiplex, divergent views and heated arguments, where national or regional values, traditions and visions become manifest, as often recognized by the debaters themselves, as well. Unfortunately, these multicultural encounters usually remain undocumented. They might sometimes offer at least as valuable material for the comparisons across educational cultures as the actual evaluation results available to the public. International evaluation work provides, in my opinion, an unparalleled basis for reflection and a genuinely multicultural forum for self-reflection, as well, and moreover, for critical discussion about an instrument for national reviewing and the development of educational actions.

I cannot help taking up an example from the IEA Reading Literacy Study and the heated debate then about the fundamental nature of literacy. The discussion started out by choosing the task type (multiple choice vs. open-ended questions) for the instruments. The American, British, and Scandinavian representatives were strongly in favor of open-ended questions, while others chose a more moderate both-and policy; most of the representatives of Asian countries, both from the more and from the less developed countries preferred multiple choice questions, though for different reasons. The discussion was soon taken to a deeper level of conceptual definitions, in other words, what the term literacy really meant in the different countries, cultures and languages and what was meant by its evaluation. In the agenda, one hour was reserved for this discussion. Well, it took the whole day and part of the next one. The discussion was extended to reflection on a paradigm shift in literacy and expanded to various theoretical approaches, to linguistic, psycholinguistic, functional, even to social dimensions. The battle between different cultures was passionate but honest. It was simultaneously an academic, theoretic-conceptual debate while taking stands on educational policy on the needs and uses of information.
In all, international evaluations raise the value of national evaluation work significantly (Leimu, 1987; Linnakylä, 1995):

- They provide a broader framework – beyond any particular educational system – in which to evaluate national systems and their outcomes as well as to explore various educational cultures, learning environments and pedagogical solutions.
- They provide an opportunity to get to know different ways of solving problems in education and to assess the effectiveness of these solutions.
- They yield shared conceptual models, evaluation strategies and instruments which can serve as a basis for qualitative and quantitative comparisons of education, and create an empirical database that has continuous significance to research.
- They enable contrastive evaluation of our own educational system, including its qualitative standard and resource allocation, in order to improve the system, learning environments and teaching.
- They give an opportunity to enhance international co-operation in research and education in order to promote global responsibility for education.
- They provide an opportunity for smaller nations also to display their educational and school culture as well as educational research internationally.

A small nation has, of course, better chances of making its educational system and pedagogical solution known abroad when it reaches a high performance level in international evaluations. High achievements make other countries interested in the explanatory and underlying factors of this success. Such factors usually relate to learning environments, resources and contexts. The international interest also encompasses further studies, more detailed contrastive analyses, even observations of teaching situations. In connection with the RLS, for instance, the results made many researchers interested in the secrets of the Finns’ literacy skills (Elley, 1992; Linnakylä, 1993). It led into many subsequent elaboration and comparative studies on the results (Binkley & Linnakylä, 1997; Linnakylä, Törmäkangas & Tonnessen, 1997) and critical analyses, as well (Cumming, 1996). If I may say so, some of these last-mentioned analyses seem peculiar from our national point of view and show that interpreting international findings calls for more than just superficial general knowledge; it requires a deeper understanding of the national education culture (e.g. the Swedish-speaking minority).
One of the most interesting further studies following the RLS was a large Danish case study concerning Nordic countries and based on observation of teaching and on interviews with various interest groups. The study involved comparison between the primary reading instruction given in the high-achieving countries – Sweden and Finland – and that given in Denmark, whose performance level was among the lowest. This study also involved testing the students anew (just in case!). A central result of this Danish study was the finding how significant the teachers’ and parents’ expectations are. Teachers’ expectations seemed to be related to educational arrangements. When a class has the same class teacher throughout primary school, the teacher learns to know the pupils well, but then the expectations tend to be too low (Sommer, Lau & Mejding, 1996). Typically enough, it also tends to be easier to find funding for extended research in the low-achieving countries, in particular. Bad news is good news for future research funding.

Intertwining International and National Interests

At their best, international evaluations are attached to qualitative case studies or action research, which cast new light on the results and, preferably, draw nationally a sharper and more colorful picture of students’ achievement and of the related learning-environmental and contextual factors. These substudies are often, and particularly, closely connected to the developmental interests of education and teaching.

International evaluations also provide a useful basis for national assessments with monitoring and follow-up interests. For example, in Finland the national assessments in 1991 and in 1995 included sections by means of which changes in mathematics and science, as well as in literacy skills could be monitored at the national level, as the section contained partly the same tasks as the previous international studies.

As for national assessments, I would insist, however, that the primary emphasis should be put on national values, goals and standards with a view to drawing a more colorful profile of the learning outcomes, particularly in the disciplines and content areas not tested internationally. In the Finnish context this would mean, more specifically, assessments in foreign languages, history, arts and crafts and other practical subjects as well as skills in the new technologies. We should also do more extensive evaluations of those areas, especially, where we seem to have problems according
to the international findings. In the Finnish school system such areas include self-assessment skills and self-esteem, attitudes to studying, problem-solving and logical thinking, empirical learning skills and the quality of school life, especially teacher-student relations.

International and national evaluation schemes should be intertwined so that they would complement each other without straining the schools and students too much. Presently, it seems that the upper level of the Finnish comprehensive school will be faced with several, international and national, assessments scheduled for almost the same years. These will include studies of literacy skills, mathematics and science, and possibly also school-leaving examinations. Despite sampling, this will be a burden on the schools and students, but also uneconomical and senseless otherwise. It would be wiser to attach the international studies to complementary and elaborate national options, and to save separate assessments for those areas that are not covered, or prove problematic in the international evaluations.

National Challenges to Future Evaluations

Evaluation targets of national – and perhaps also of international – interest include areas related to the changes in the educational system and learning environments, such as the effects of decentralization on educational equality, efficiency, excellence, emancipation and empowerment among regions, municipalities, schools, and students. The change of teacher expertise in the new situation would need to be studied, as well. Of Nordic interest are also the consequences of lowering the school-starting age, in terms of equality, learning, self-esteem and school satisfaction. An interesting curricular issue is subject-specific versus integrated instruction.

In particular, new challenges to national, and – in my view – also to international evaluation are presented by the role of the new technologies in opening up the educational system and learning environments. It is not merely a question of changes in resources, materials or methods but of opening up the whole context of education, the pedagogic culture and the learning environment. Today, almost all Finnish schools have some co-operation with a foreign school and Finnish children already work on joint projects for example in science (e.g. the Globe project) together with their American, German, Italian, Japanese, or Swedish peers. They compile and produce information together, comparing and analyzing it, and report the results to each other and to others via the information networks. Such network-supported learning
environments force us to broaden our views on learning and traditional subject-specific skills and knowledge. The cognitive and individualistic concept of learning has already become limited. Learning is now increasingly attributed to experiencing, where feelings and the fascination of doing are strongly involved. There is also strong reliance on interaction and collaboration. Learning transcends the boundaries between time and place, knowledge and experience, instruction and entertainment, history and future. However, free access to and a free flow of information lead us now more often to face ethical and moral issues and considerations. This area is one of the major challenges facing both national and international evaluation in the near future and needs to be taken seriously, not only in a school questionnaire but also when designing the framework for and defining the main concepts of the future evaluation studies, regardless of the subject areas concerned.

An innovative approach is needed also in international system level evaluation. If this aspect is ignored or neglected, the evaluations will soon be blamed for hindering the development of education and learning opportunities, as we all know the power of evaluation. On the other hand, evaluation – even system level evaluation – can through its power also advance this development by being innovative, bold, future-oriented. The time for reproductive studies is past. There are promising signs of new initiatives content-wise: especially the CCC (cross-curricular competencies) project by the OECD in Network A, which has been guided by the question: “What are the skills young adults need after their initial education and training, to be able to play a constructive role as citizens in society?” Recent efforts to integrate cross-curricular competencies into subject areas – reading, mathematics and science – are most challenging.

Furthermore, we should also venture into assessing learning that takes place outside school. Along with the strategy of lifelong learning, in recent years more attention has been paid to the demands arising from the world outside school, i.e. from adult and working life, in terms of the targets of evaluations and in defining school learning. While trust in transfer has been fading in the research on cognitive learning, the notion of authenticity, being true-to-life, and applicable skills have gained in significance. This presents interesting challenges to the definition of evaluation targets, both nationally and internationally. The key competencies (see Table 1) which our society will require in the near future for working life, active citizenship and continuous learning appear fairly similar, be they defined nationally or internationally.
### Table 1

**Key Competencies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A barometer of future education (Kaivo-oja, Kuusi &amp; Koski, 1997)</th>
<th>OECD / Lifelong education (Cochinaux &amp; de Woot, 1995)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual flexibility in changes</td>
<td>Reading and writing literacy, numeracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting along in a foreign culture and</td>
<td>Creative and critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accepting dissimilarity</td>
<td>Knowing different cultures and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of electronic communication systems</td>
<td>relating them to one’s own culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of and competence in mathematics, science and technology</td>
<td>User skills for information technology systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English and another foreign language (French, German, Chinese)</td>
<td>Versatile competence in mathematics and science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social skills and skills for team learning</td>
<td>Proficiency in a foreign language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for global problems and environmental issues</td>
<td>Individual’s rights and responsibilities in society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to review science critically</td>
<td>Understanding of and responsibility for the balance of nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical fitness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to make aesthetic handicrafts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both of the lists in Table 1 emphasize, at least, creative and critical thinking, familiarity with different cultures, information technological skills, an understanding of and responsibility for environmental issues and the balance of nature, competence in mathematics and science and foreign language proficiency. The international list attaches more weight on the fundamental literacy skills than the national list. They are hardly underestimated nationally, either, rather they are taken as self-evident. The national list, on the other hand, emphasizes intellectual flexibility in changes, foreign languages, communication skills, physical fitness as well as arts and crafts. Although such lists are only suggestive guidelines, they may still highlight some viewpoints worth bearing in mind when planning evaluations with respect to working life and the future.

Innovativeness should not be restricted to the selection of evaluation targets, however. It should also be manifest in the methodological approach as richness, cultural pluralism and boldness. There are some promising initiatives to this effect: One was a project based on video recordings of teaching situations and carried out in connection with the IEA/TIMSS. Another example is the IEA/SITES with its three-module structure, which includes both quantitatively oriented subprojects and qualitative case studies in order to find out innovative, school-based pedagogical solutions.
We should also break out of the chains of psychometry, although we need to be aware of the statistical conditions and seek new possibilities for the methods, especially for analyses of large data sets. This concerns, for example, scale construction with multiple parameters, multilevel modeling in explanatory analyses and profiling of various subgroups, e.g. by exploiting neural networks.

National Wishes Concerning Future Evaluation and Research Strategies

Both the IEA and OECD assessment frameworks and instruments have been criticized for cultural bias or even for colonialism (Cumming, 1996). The criticism has been strongest, however, among people who have not been involved in these evaluation efforts, being thus unaware of those multicultural discussions which I described earlier, and which always take place when defining the basic concepts, when constructing the evaluation framework, and when designing the instruments. Yet, it must be admitted that in the IEA studies, for instance, the social, cultural, or educational characteristics of the developing countries have not been taken sufficiently into account. Within the OECD, perhaps, the cultural and developmental differences between countries are not quite as big, and therefore comparisons between the member countries with respect to learning achievements may be fairer. On the other hand, within the OECD, in the International Adult Literacy Survey, for instance, various cultural and linguistic problems can reach an acute stage, as well. Coming from a small country with a strange language, one would hope, of course, that all participating countries could take part in the planning and implementation on an equal basis. The problems in this respect have been largely due to our own national policies, in fact, as confirming the funding may have taken such a long time, that the projects had been up and running long before we were finally able to join in. I hope that national governments and ministries take their responsibility for educational evaluation more seriously now that certain obligations are understood to be national obligations rather than enterprises of individual research institutes.

International evaluation projects are, at their best, joint ventures: planned, implemented and reported together. In the national context this has not always been understood, rather – due to our joining in so late – it has been assumed that the theoretical and conceptual framework and the instruments come from somewhere as given, and the national contribution is restricted to carrying out the instructions re-
ceived, which from the national viewpoint feels neither very inspiring culturally nor very challenging as a task. In the International Adult Literacy Survey we were able to join in only in its second phase, so even the proficiency scales were set and ready, based on the first cycle of the evaluation. We had no influence on the theoretical and conceptual framework, nor on the instrument design. Naturally, we can still bring in our contribution at the stage of further analyses. It would be desirable that all Nordic countries, for example, continued their analyses and thus intensified the Nordic dimension also through an investigative approach.

Reporting has been a stage where the participating countries have usually had rather limited possibilities of contributing. The reporting and publication rights and responsibilities have been vested in the international coordination center and in the executive board. This has been the case both in the IEA and in the OECD projects. Even if these coordinating and executive bodies keep to themselves the editorial and publishing rights of the first reports, usually there are still plenty of material and an abundance of questions with education policy, research or pedagogical interests awaiting further analyses and reporting by a wider range of editors, as well. Both internationally and nationally, the data would often call for more thorough analysis and reporting. Especially, one would wish for joint ventures on further studies by countries that share cultural or regional interests. In the IEA Reading Literacy Study we managed to do this to some degree but not without protests.

The international databases should be made available to all participating countries as soon as possible, so that the national centers could do further analyses of and extensive research on the data. Indeed, this is what is often promised at the beginning of a project, but more rarely have these promises been fulfilled later. For instance, our institute has sent many letters with official requests to get the IEA/RLS international data for further analysis. Needless to say, we are still waiting. I really hope this practice would become more open and flexible, and above all, speed up a little.

The databases and further analyses would be invaluable both in research and in training new evaluation experts. In fact, it is desirable that researcher training would be included as one component in national and international co-operation schemes. This issue deserves our earnest attention in the years to come. I know that in many countries it is hard to find and recruit new, qualified evaluation researchers these days. This is certainly true for Finland. As a result of the recent interest in qualitative research on schooling and education – which, of course, is valuable as such – methodological competence among young researchers has become one-sided, and they
have little knowledge of the newest statistical methods and computer software, which
are necessary when dealing with large data sets. By the same token, we should
strengthen their knowledge of evaluation theories, processes and implementation
strategies, and also their competence to deal with social changes, especially with the
economic and cultural ones. If we are going to meet the obligations of international
evaluations in the near future, we need to pay serious attention to the further training
of evaluation experts and researchers. In this work I would like to see international
cooperation as a source of enriching support. Large international projects offer, as
such, unique educational events and experiences to everyone involved. But we also
need new people in the area, and there are certainly opportunities for their further
training in these contexts. The resources just need to be taken into wider use.

Naturally, the training of evaluation researchers must be taken seriously at the
national level, as well. Evaluation has not been considered real science, and there-
fore corresponding research training has not been very highly regarded at university
faculties and departments of education. Now, however, eclectic and interdiscipli-
nary approaches and social relevance are gaining appreciation, which gives reason
to hope that also the Ministry of Education will see the national interests in this
perspective.
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Introduction

The given topic carries an ambiguity which really marks a core issue in the current and growing interest in system evaluation. What is meant by “staking claims for quality in system evaluation”?

The claims to be made could refer either to technical quality to be attained by exercises in system evaluation, or to quality as a set of system goals in education, intended to be reinforced by system evaluation studies.

At first sight, the first interpretation is the more plausible one. It would appear safe enough to insist on the highest attainable methodological standards in system evaluation – a proposition to which no one could really object. So, it may be more of a challenge to explore the second interpretation of the topic: Can one reasonably expect of large-scale surveys, which are the standard technique in system evaluation, that they will affect system goals and their interpretation by the actors in the system (such as policy makers, school principals, teachers, students, parents)? If so, which are the mechanisms through which the results of such surveys develop feedback on the system itself?

A longitudinal survey – in fact a census-type assessment program – in the city of Hamburg (which is one of the 16 states of the Federal Republic of Germany) may serve as an example on the basis of which some key aspects of the topic can be illustrated. These are the following:
Aspects of Justification for System Evaluation Studies

System evaluation is a rather costly exercise, and it is normally not launched without good practical reasons. It is not just done in order to present a balance of achievement (or learning outcomes) in an educational system. Rather, the driving force behind it is often some evidence for – or at least suspicion of – gaps between overarching goals in society and the actual state of affairs.

The early studies centering around the concern for minimum educational achievement levels, in particular literacy levels considered essential for economic development and military strength (!), are probably interesting examples to be mentioned here (e.g. Rice, 1913). In hindsight, they may perhaps better be regarded as precursors to the paradigm of system evaluation, because little, if any, attention was paid here to the structure and constraints of the system as such. There are, however, contemporary parallels which shed more positive light on this approach. The participation of low-income countries in international comparisons as conducted by the IEA (the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement) may not seem justified, if only country rankings are considered. Yet, it does appear quite rational under the premise of forced development and on the basis of criterion-referenced interpretation of the achievement scales used. Such a perspective links the outcomes of the evaluation study back to the issue of attaining overarching national goals under constraints of available resources – quite a modern approach as will be seen shortly.

From a methodological point of view, system evaluation is much indebted to the large studies, such as the Coleman report (Coleman et al., 1966) and the Plowden report (Department of Education and Science, 1967), which were guided by the concern for more social equity to be facilitated through education. This becomes
particularly evident when focusing on countries such as Finland, Sweden, or Germany, where an early connection with the issue of selective versus comprehensive schooling was established – with all the implications of controlling and paying tribute to the differential entry characteristics of the students involved (cf. Fend, 1982). Again, there is the clear notion of overarching societal concern and there are undeniable linkages between evaluation criteria, the methodology of an evaluation study, and the definition of “quality schooling” in the subsequent public discourse: This line of research derived its justification from sufficient initial evidence for the mediating or even reinforcing role of the educational system in the production and reproduction of social inequality. Inasmuch as it confirmed this evidence, it helped to change priorities of policy, organizational structures, and, perhaps most importantly, the perceptions and perspectives of teachers acting in the field.

For several reasons, the focus of attention in system evaluation has undergone a noticeable change since, with subject-matter achievement and, to some extent, subject-transcending (“cross-curricular”) competencies once again given high priority. One of the reasons is attached to the growing awareness of global competition, with a strong view of education as a source of productivity. As is demonstrated by the International Adult Literacy Survey (OECD & Statistics Canada, 1995), for instance, the Human Capital Paradigm (cf. Becker, 1975) at last begins to have effects on public discourse, after a long period of relative neglect. Secondly, the budgetary constraints on educational expenditure which are making themselves felt in a number of countries, highlight the notions of added value in education and of accountability for spending public funds. Also, the very term “education” is being redefined: Decreasingly, it refers to an obligation of the individual to fulfill formal requirements as made by the state (the traditional version) or the obligation of the individual to perfect himself or herself (the ‘enlightened’ version); increasingly, it is perceived as a right to a public service. This leads back to the pivotal role of the concept of accountability. In this context, system evaluation appears not only ‘justified’; it is inevitable if the stability and the legitimacy of the social and political system itself are to be maintained.

The Hamburg study (cf. Lehmann & Peek, 1997), which was mentioned above, illustrates this point quite aptly. It was initiated at a point of time (1994) when several of these lines of justification converged: Firstly, there was some indication from a test calibration exercise in the field of spelling that primary school children in Hamburg were attaining substantially lower performance levels than aspired and possibly also lower than elsewhere in Germany (May, 1994). Secondly, the Ministry of Ed-
ucation in Hamburg came under criticism, even from within the Social Democratic Party in the Government, let alone from conservatives and business, that too little attention was being paid to educational achievement. Finally – and perhaps most interestingly – the intended (and meanwhile implemented) devolution of decision-making power to schools under the heading of “school autonomy” entailed a whole new issue: It was at least plausible to raise the question whether or not such deregulation would increase rather than minimize the between-school variance in educational opportunities and thus unintentionally open up a new source of social inequality. Under these circumstances, it was almost imperative to call for a system evaluation study in order to achieve two things: to develop a strategy of discourse which would meet the public complaints about low achievement levels and to forge an instrument which could offset the unintended consequences of educational policy decisions. It is obvious how these two elements are both related to the more fundamental issue of the legitimacy of the government. So, a decision was made which is quite radical if judged by German standards and traditions: In September 1996, all 13,000 students of grade 5 (the beginning of lower secondary school) were obliged to participate in a test program covering language comprehension, reading comprehension, spelling, document literacy, and mathematics. At about the same time, it was determined that these students would be tested again in 1998 and 2000, in order to assess the growth within classes, schools, and educational programs (tracks), taking possible effects of social selection into account.

Aspects of Designing Analyses in System Evaluation

If an exercise such as this one is to have political effects, its design must satisfy at least two conditions: Firstly, the evaluation criteria must be closely related to public concerns, and secondly, the quality of the subsequent analyses must be such that any conclusions drawn do not immediately crumble under criticism from the scientific community (or other expert groups).

How much effort is required to define the criteria in such a way as to make the results of a study acceptable, convincing, and even compelling in the eyes of the public is well illustrated by the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). In particular, the ingeniously designed and laborious Test-Curriculum Matching Analysis (TCMA) of TIMSS is an excellent example of dodging criticism based on alleged cultural and curricular specifics of the participating countries.
versely, the system evaluation studies focusing on comprehensive schooling have been followed by controversies centering around the choice of evaluation criteria. This case is particularly interesting because it is always possible to escape the consequences drawn from an evaluation study by declaring its underlying criteria irrelevant. In terms of discourse structure, this is the 'last line of defense': If someone's practical aims and/or theoretical beliefs are threatened by the results of an evaluation study and if no technical faults can be identified, the last resort is to challenge the criteria built into this study. Incidentally, this could also be observed in Hamburg when some interested groups attempted to base their defense on criteria impossible (or, at least, very difficult) to measure, such as “creativity” or the “ability to work in a team”, and to declare these as the genuine core of teaching and learning in schools.

The second element mentioned, the technical quality of the evaluation study itself, concerns the theoretical and methodological expertise of the evaluator. It may be interesting to note here that the early studies of the IEA were much more theory and methodology driven than some of the later ones. In his introduction to the report on the First International Mathematics Study, for instance, Torsten Husén (1967) developed the key concept of the productivity of an educational system, which was later elaborated into the “Educational Productivity Model” by Herbert Walberg and his group (Walberg, Pascarella, Haertel, Junker & Boulanger, 1982). Similarly, parts of the Six Subjects Survey were closely linked conceptually with John Carroll’s “Model of School Learning” (1963), a line of thinking which did not get much attention in the later studies.

Judging from what was said above, the notion of educational productivity can be expected to be close to the center of concern in present-day activities in the field of system evaluation. It is focused on the relationships between the input and output of the system and tries to model the mediating processes in such a way as to facilitate interventions which maximize the output under given external constraints. Theoretically, this mode of thinking converges with recent fields of study such as research on educational effectiveness (cf. Scheerens & Bosker, 1997), new models of educational management based on economic theory (cf. Dubs, 1996), and theories of innovation (cf. Fullan, 1991). Practically, it is highly compatible with the more general concept of accountability in democratic societies. It is perhaps this notion which is particularly important in that it transcends the dimension of more technocratic system management in the direction of socially responsible decision-making.
Aspects of Reporting Evaluation Results to the Public

System evaluation studies are, at least in most cases, conducted under contract to some government or public agency, and thus the results are first reported to that institution and then passed on to the public. It cannot always be taken for granted that the contract-awarding agency will be in a position to fully appreciate the potential as well as the limitations of the study. This will be much less the case as regards the general public receiving press releases and political statements based on the scientific report. So it is, perhaps, worth devoting some attention to this area which is crucial in establishing the link between evaluation research and educational policy.

It may be worth noting that, probably due to such considerations, the nature of evaluation reports changed considerably in the 1990s, moving away from statistical detail in the direction of easy-to-grasp everyday concepts such as plain percentages, bar charts and the like. This is particularly true for North America with its pervasive evaluation culture. Whatever the statistical sophistication behind (usually relegated to lengthy technical reports), the message to be conferred must be clear, straightforward and, if at all possible, visualized.

Two instances from the Hamburg study can, perhaps, serve as examples. Several questions in the catalogue of research tasks issued by the Hamburg Ministry of Education referred to the heterogeneity of learning outcomes at the end of grade 4, i.e. the end of primary schooling, because it was suspected that socio-economic and socio-cultural background factors associated with the population structure within city districts would have a sizeable impact on mean achievement levels in schools and classrooms. So, the tested population was divided into geographical zones according to the zip code in the address of the primary schools, which recruit their students almost exclusively on the basis of geographical principles (in order to minimize distances from the students’ homes). As it turned out, this expectation was quite justified: Approximately 87% of the variance between zip code areas could be accounted for by aggregate factors such as the mean level of education of parents, the percentage of immigrants, or the unemployment rate in the area. Figure 1 attempts to visualize these findings.
Figure 1. The test achievement of students from grade 5 in Hamburg by neighborhood (mail districts).

The bars in the graphical representation signify the mean achievement level in an area ± 1 standard deviation. As far as could be seen from public reactions, the message of this chart was received as intended: It was meant to serve and to be understood as a sign that it is quite unacceptable that top-performing students in one area hardly reach the level of the lowest-achieving students in another. At the same time, it was an 'honest' representation of reality in that it did not conceal the fact that only about 10% of the total between-student variance is associated with the social structure of the neighborhood. For this reason, a graph of this type is probably to be preferred to a second, much more suggestive mode of presenting the same findings, this time in the form of a map (Figure 2).
Figure 2. A map of the city of Hamburg. The mean test achievement (raw scores) by mail district.

The similarity of this map with corresponding maps describing the regional income distribution and other social indicators in a published “Social Atlas of Hamburg” (Podzuweit, Schütte & Swierkta, 1992) is striking, and also its coincidence with common perceptions of the attractiveness of neighborhoods. Nevertheless, the very fact that in this chart the ‘variance-within-areas’ is omitted subjects it much more to simplifications and to the mere reproduction of prejudices. Admittedly, a map of educational disparities was also published, but only after the one mentioned above and accompanied by due explanations of the differences between the respective variance components.

In any event, the need to use easily comprehensible numerical and graphical representations and lay language in presenting evaluation results does put evaluation
researchers in a dilemma, only partially resolved by the separation between reports geared to the general public on the one hand and technical reports as well as scholarly works on the other. In the present case, for instance, probabilistic scaling techniques were abandoned in favor of raw scores and percent-correct, because it was felt that the public, including the teachers, would not be met if sophisticated scaling techniques were used. Inevitably, though, this problem will rise again as the study moves along its longitudinal design: Achievement growth, measured at two-year intervals, can only be demonstrated on the basis of bridging techniques facilitated by Item Response Theory. Then, at the latest, the use of abstract achievement measures can no longer be avoided.

Aspects of Linking System Level and School/Class Level Evaluations

The problem of feeding evaluation results into public discourse and, in particular, back to the teachers concerned leads to the question of how such results should be presented in order to be conducive to the quality of schooling. This problem is particularly acute in a context where school development is primarily perceived as a prerogative of the local school faculty, and it is exacerbated by the popular catchword “school autonomy”, which has found its way into school legislation in several German states as well as in other countries.

It is probably a matter of ethics to inform teachers about the achievement levels attained in the evaluation by their classes. However, even if this feedback is given in criterion-referred terms (which once more points to the necessity of using modern probabilistic test theory), this information is probably insufficient to be of any real concern to the teachers — and possibly also to the parents. A frame of reference is clearly needed in order to make the information meaningful. At least, comparisons with the performance of an accepted reference group (such as all students in the tested cohort) must be possible (Figure 3).
Better still, and much more in line with the paradigm of criterion-referenced testing, is a comparison with what was to be expected under the known input characteristics of the learning group (Figure 4).

Figure 3. The feedback graph for an individual classroom – subscale Mathematics.

Figure 4. The feedback graph for an individual classroom – the distribution of the observed total test scores vs. the distribution of the expected scores, conditioned by student characteristics.
The technique used for this purpose is basically a regression-based algorithm of imputing scores, which has proved its value in North American large-score assessments as well as in TIMSS (cf. Rubin, 1987). For the German context, however, the notion of being compared to an 'expected value', which fends off criticisms challenging the fairness of the exercise, is quite new. With this information in hand, school faculties can hardly avoid beginning to reflect on possible causes of discrepancies between observed and expected results. The same holds true for the agents at the system level: If it is shown that such discrepancies exist, they cannot easily escape the conclusion that measures have to be taken to reduce the gaps between expected performance levels on the whole and, in particular, those differences where the observed level is lower than the one expected (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The mean test achievement of recombined primary classrooms (end of grade 4) – the observed vs. the expected class means, conditioned by student characteristics.

Thus, at both levels the agents are strongly urged to subscribe to and agree at least partially on the criteria underlying the evaluation. While this is not a surprise in the case of the policy makers who have agreed to the instrumentation of the study
early in the process, it is all the more important in the case of the teachers. The response encountered in Hamburg so far, however, is by and large very encouraging.

Conclusion

It was attempted here to demonstrate that there is a rather close logical connection between the employment of evaluation studies, based on large-scale assessment, and the quest for "quality education", even "educational excellence". One could say that one is the logical prerequisite of the other: Evaluation is a meaningless exercise if there is no definition of "quality education", and "quality education" is an empty claim if it cannot be substantiated by satisfactory evaluation results, including findings from large-scale assessments. Almost as a side-effect, it becomes visible that this relationship can only be established on the basis of ever-rising technical standards which must be met by evaluation studies today. Thus, the call for high methodological quality in evaluation finally also appears quite an acceptable interpretation of the topic chosen.
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THEME 3

A NATIONAL STRATEGY OF EVALUATION
The priorities defined by Finland as factors contributing to its success in international competition are a knowledge-based society and the Finnish lifelong learning strategies. It goes without saying that education, training, research, and development are the keys to the national implementation of these strategies.

Over the nineties, Finland made some major education policy choices and reforms. Some of the most important are the following:

- We are taking measures to intensify education-work relationships at all educational levels.
- We created a non-university sector to exist alongside the traditional universities.
- We have a program for increasing research input (the target was to raise the R&D funding to 2.9% of the GDP by 1999).
- We are taking joint national measures in order to raise the standard of mathematics and science instruction.
- We are taking concrete action to translate the principle of lifelong learning into practice.
- We carried through an overall reform of educational legislation (I had the pleasure of chairing the parliamentary committee preparing this reform).

Evaluation plays an important part in all these initiatives.
The new legislation reduces the former detailed and centralized regulation and delegates more discretion to schools and the organizations running them. This is why it contains fewer acts and stipulations than the previous legislation.

The objectives of education are defined in national curricular guidelines issued to schools. In addition to this, the legislation stipulates pupils’ rights and duties, teachers’ qualifications and the overall principles of state financing. It is clear that since schools use different means to achieve the goals, the role of evaluation as a tool in regulation is growing. Therefore, the new legislation includes specific provisions concerning evaluation.

As Finland has decided to pursue national education policy, we naturally need national principles for evaluation. I was appointed to chair a committee which drafted the National Evaluation Strategy. This committee was composed of representatives of the Ministry of Education, the National Board of Education, the Academy of Finland, the Institute for Educational Research, and the Association of Finnish Local Authorities. It is expected that this broad-based representation helps to get wide approval for the principles defined in the National Evaluation Strategy.

Our national evaluation strategy seeks answers to three questions: Why, what, and how should we evaluate?

Why Should We Evaluate?

Educational systems are changing rapidly in all OECD countries. The challenges which the knowledge society presents to education, the diversification of structures and forms, the decentralization of administration, the enhancement of internationalization, the quantitative expansion of higher education, and constraints on funding and resources are examples of these extensive changes. Education is becoming more like a customer-driven system, steered according to the goals set by each provider of education. One central trend at all levels of education is to intensify contacts between educational institutions and the world of work. This requires up-to-date information about school-work relationships.

The idea of learning as seen from a lifelong perspective makes many new demands on the implementation of evaluations. Lifelong learning with a view to personal and professional development, career change, transferable skills and matching supply and demand is essential now and even more so in the future. At the same time, more autonomy has been given to educational institutions and to those
who run them. The need to know what is really happening at educational institutions and what kind of results have been achieved is increasing. Though local authorities and the educational institutions they are running are responsible for developing their education and training provisions at least partly according to local needs and circumstances, we need information on results obtained in the whole country: How is equality achieved? How is sustainable human development guaranteed? How effective and efficient is education in different parts of the country?

The number of educational evaluations grew in all European countries during the 90s. Often, the official reason is an effort to enhance the level of education. In several countries, administrators are also willing to create some kinds of inspectorate systems to control the level of standards of different parts of education. Performance-based resource allocation is also under discussion in many countries, especially as far as higher education is concerned.

The aim of national evaluation is

1. to support local education provision and the development of educational institutions as goal-oriented and open units; and
2. to produce and provide comprehensive, up-to-date, and reliable information about the prerequisites, performance, results, and impact of the educational system within national and international frameworks.

National information produced by evaluation has also created a need for international comparisons. National and local politicians are keenly following the results of international indicators. Assessments of educational effectiveness, such as those done by the OECD, are an outstanding example of high-level international co-operation in the field of evaluation.

Thus, national and international evaluation projects should generate information on the quality, content and outcome of education and training in relation to the objectives of society, working life and the individual. In addition, the chosen education policy must be evaluated in relation to social development and changing individual aims.
What Should We Evaluate?

Evaluation means interpretative analysis of the object or activity under scrutiny with a view to determining the benefits or value it produces. In a rapidly changing society it is necessary to know what we want from education and what kind of society we are willing to develop with the help of education.

Educational evaluation is based on follow-up and research information, expert knowledge, and international comparative data. Information on institutions is also needed in evaluating the system as a whole. The need for information can also be satisfied, to a large extent, through more efficient use of existing sources, such as a national examination database – its use in the evaluation of general upper secondary education should be developed further.

National evaluation should cover the following:

- educational demand and supply, access to education and training, and student flow;
- the structure and functioning of the educational system and its constituent parts;
- the interrelationship of educational quality and resources;
- development trends in education policy and changes in the educational system;
- relationships between education, the world of work, and the rest of society;
- curricula and instruction;
- learning outcomes;
- regional usefulness;
- evaluation of the effectiveness, efficiency, and economy of education

At the level of higher education, as well as at other levels, it is important to make evaluation an integral part of institutional operations and to enhance institutions’ expertise in evaluation. Institutional self-evaluations must be tailor-made according to the local needs. This is necessary because in response to increasingly differentiated demand, flexibility with regard to access to programs, the content, scope, depth, and duration of programs, the means of delivery, and examinations is needed.

Comparative evaluations are becoming more difficult in practice. In order to better serve the needs of diversification, wider and more imaginative institutional profiling is expected to take place within educational systems, hence leaving less room for the categorization of institutions.
How Should We Evaluate?

National evaluation must be an open system. The organization under review and the people working in it must be informed well in advance about the purpose, timetable, and consequences of the evaluation. Evaluation must allow for local aims, interpretations, and expectations. The staff in an organization must be given an opportunity to set forth their own views on the evaluation and its findings. Evaluation must not harm the objects of evaluation in any way or complicate the activities they undertake to achieve their goals. It is important to see to it that students are involved in the process of educational evaluation and that the sources of information used and the methods of compiling and analyzing are documented and justified.

The overall aim is to produce information which is

- reliable and comparable;
- pluralistic;
- timely;
- compiled comprehensively, professionally, and systematically;
- economical – that is, only essential data is collected;
- both qualitative and quantitative; and
- compiled using well-founded methods.

Also, any subsequent analysis should openly present all the data available and the methods used. This entails examiners having a profound knowledge of the object under scrutiny and their being governed by high ethical principles, as well as their having a thorough knowledge and a profound understanding of the social and human impacts of education.

Conclusions

Evaluation and relevant discussion based on the results and on our values play an important part in reconciling the objectives of the national education system and local objectives and in identifying and clarifying common training needs. Evaluation also forms part of the internationalization of education and training. National evaluation projects must be co-ordinated with international evaluations.
It is quite clear that national and international evaluation projects are needed, together with institutional self-evaluation. But we must find out the optimum amount of evaluation. We have to obtain enough information to develop the national education system, while at the same time trying not to disturb the working of the educational staff. As the number of different local, national, and international evaluation projects is growing fast, the need to co-ordinate evaluations and assessment is increasingly necessary. It is very frustrating for educational institutions to collect different kinds of information for different purposes if projects come one after another and those who are evaluated do not understand the reasons for the data gathering. The staffs of institutions are, even without evaluations, very hardworking and busy. If they are given extra work, they must also understand why it is necessary to do it. Evaluations are so time-consuming and expensive that we must always be clearly aware of what we are doing and why. Also, there has to be a clear plan for using the information we get.

One critical point in evaluation is the expertise of evaluators, assessors, reviewers, or whatever you want to call them. There is a great demand for the training of this important staff. Here we need also international co-operation in order to create effective in-service training for them. The development of evaluation methods is another field calling for international co-operation. I hope that the OECD could be active also in these fields.

It is important that evaluation is seen as a means of creating a better future, not only as a means of looking back through a mirror. Evaluation must give us some ideas of how students can be helped to prepare to meet the challenges of the intrinsically uncertain labor market. In addition to their professional qualifications, students require a broad set of attributes in terms of personal and transferable skills and competencies in order to increase their employability in the knowledge society. Evaluation must give ideas for needs of this kind, as well.
Levels of Evaluation

There are many different levels of evaluation, ranging from the assessment of students to international comparisons of school systems and educational attainment.

When it comes to student evaluation, the main problem is variation in the criteria teachers use when assessing students. This makes it difficult to compare grades from school to school. We can see this clearly in the competition for access to further and higher education.

Self-evaluation in schools is the quickest way of improving working practices in the direction wanted, as long as this evaluation is sufficiently honest. So far the main problem has been inexperience in actually doing self-assessments.

National evaluation is the task of the National Board of Education. While the general aim of national evaluations is to serve schools, administrators, teachers, pupils and parents, and also policy makers, we aim to identify strengths and weaknesses in our school system and areas needing change. By doing this, we can manage the national framework curricula and the guidance given to schools in the best possible way – at least we hope so.

Since 1994 we have done a considerable number of in-depth analyses of evaluation. Their aim has been to get a general picture of the school system and to highlight problem areas at the national level. In this presentation I shall concentrate on projects in general (rather than in vocational or higher) education. In particular, I am
going to focus on the project for the National Evaluation of Upper Secondary School Education 1994 and its impact on school development.

Almost all our projects have a similar strategy. Discussions with decision makers in the Ministry of Education give us a starting point for the evaluation. In some cases evaluation starts of their initiative alone. Later, the National Board of Education prepares a more concrete evaluation plan which defines the objects of evaluation, estimates the physical resources and staffing required and which hopefully asks the right questions. The Ministry provides the resources needed.

We also try to draw on the best expertise country-wide. We enlist the help of researchers and universities, and I am pleased to say they have become a natural part of the projects. As we want to submit the results to public scrutiny so that any shortcomings and distortions could be revealed and important issues addressed publicly, the project findings are then published and made available for comment. The ensuing public debate in the mass media is also analyzed.

Another function of this public debate is to give schools additional feedback and to generate interest in the report itself. Individual schools can reflect on their own situation in the light of the report. We regard it as very important that schools and their teachers make use of these results, and we want to help them to do this.

After the public debate – which is usually drawn-out, but to my mind essential – the National Board of Education arrives at its final conclusions and prepares a set of action points for the Ministry of Education. In our proposals, we inform the Ministry about the main problem areas and the action needed. The Ministry of Education subsequently makes political decisions, and the National Board of Education is given the task of more detailed planning and implementing the improvements. Now the work of the developers at the Board can begin.

The National Evaluation of Upper Secondary School Education

One case study that I wish to describe a little closer is the National Evaluation of Upper Secondary School Education in 1994. The focus will be on how the results of the report (Jakku-Sihvonen & Blom, 1994) have been used.

The report evaluated Finnish upper secondary schooling in 1994, starting to work it up at the beginning of 1993. Evaluation was directed at two areas in particular: educational resources and the curriculum. We looked at the resources and how they
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varied, learning and working atmospheres, questions of inequality and educational attainment, and the impact of upper secondary school on students' further and higher education. Research centers, such as the Institute for Educational Research at the University of Jyväskylä, and interest groups, such as the Association of Headmasters in Finland and the teachers' trade union, took part in planning the project.

The main results of the national evaluation of upper secondary schools are shown below. The list was compiled after the public debate, and it consists of 9 key points of the results.

The upper secondary school theses issued by the National Board of Education are the following:

1. Finnish upper secondary school will be of high quality in international comparison: Instruction in science will be developed to reach the international level.
2. Upper secondary school has an active role in the educational system: Skills and knowledge required for studies at the institutions of higher education and polytechnics are promoted, and the willingness to develop oneself is encouraged.
3. The matriculation examination and the upper secondary school-leaving certificate will assess knowledge: The matriculation examination and the school-leaving assessment are developed to assess skills, oral skills of languages, and specialized skills and knowledge.
4. There is a need to improve study methods: Students’ autonomy in studying, individual study programs and the utilization of new technology are increased.
5. There are too few students taking courses in advanced mathematics, physics and chemistry: In-service studies for teachers are encouraged; the utilization of experimental instruction is increased and the matriculation examination is developed.
6. The objectives issued by the Council of State to diversify language studies are not reached: Studies in the German, Russian, French, and Spanish languages are increased and intensified.
7. Geographical differences in language studies: The teaching of oral language skills is intensified and international co-operation is improved.
8. There is a need to strengthen the contacts between vocational education and working life: In terms of curriculum design and the implementation of instruction, the contacts between vocational education and working life are to be improved.
9. Upper secondary school is an economic institution: Co-operation between educational institutions is promoted and the utilization of new technology is intensified.

You can see several problems (listed above) and ways of solving them in the form of statements, written up by the National Board of Education. Some of these problems were known even earlier. In fact, quite a few were, in my opinion, self-evident and publicly known, but the report made them even more apparent and convincing. (This means that we made some good guesses when targeting those evaluation areas.) The report and the discussion that followed aroused public interest and led to demands for change.

A new government started its work in the spring of 1995. While the Government’s education policy closely defined the most important areas of educational provision, it recommended (in its policy program) that the standards in mathematics and science ought to be higher. This, along with the diversification and development of language teaching, became part of the education policy of that government. The practical work itself was vested in the National Board of Education, and the resources were assigned by the Ministry. This is how the Mathematics and Science Programmes and the Diversification of Language Teaching Programme started. They were the result of the evaluation process concerning upper secondary schools.

As the results for upper secondary schools reflect not only the state of upper secondary education itself, but also the state of education leading up to that level, all the projects focus on comprehensive schools, upper secondary schools and extend also to vocational schools. The National Board of Education works alongside the Ministry of Education, municipalities, schools, universities, and enterprises.

Points 1, 2, 5, and methodologically also 3 and 4 above deal with problems of mathematics and science instruction. That is why we organized – together with the Ministry – the project intended to improve the teaching of mathematics and science, which got resources and staff to concentrate on working on these problems.

The Mathematics and Science Programme

The Mathematics and Science Programme started in 1996 and will be completed in the year 2002. The aim of the program is to improve teaching in schools so as:
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- to get more pupils interested in mathematics and science:
- to improve the quality of learning of different student groups;
- to encourage both boys and girls to choose courses in advanced mathematics and science in their study programs;
- to provide students in different school sectors with the skills and knowledge needed in everyday life as well as in further and higher education;
- to foster the skills students need with a view to sustainable development: their attitudes to, awareness of, and approach to work.

Some of these aims have also been used as quantitative targets. For example, we aim to have over 16,000 students taking the test in advanced mathematics (in the matriculation examination), and 9,000 taking the physics test and over 8,000 students taking the chemistry test. As for international comparisons in science education, Finland aims at being in the top quartile among OECD countries. These aims are determined by the Ministry of Education according to the Government's policy program.

Accordingly, we took some 50 pilot schools from various levels and started to co-operate with them in developing methods and trying to find out more carefully what the problems are in the classrooms at the national level. The pilot schools are supposed to develop innovative teaching models which will then be disseminated to the whole country. A team of researchers are investigating the effect of these models on teaching, so the evaluation work is going on all the time. All universities and teacher training colleges preparing teachers for the upper level of the comprehensive school and for upper secondary school have been actively involved in the program. In this way, new ideas and innovations can be adopted more easily. The financial support given to in-service training programs annually amounts to about nine million marks. Ten million marks were set aside for the pilot upper secondary schools so that they could purchase laboratory facilities, equipment and materials. In addition, school administrators (in local municipalities) have been involved in financing the activities to an extent I would not like to guess.

It is not possible as yet to predict the results of the program; it is difficult to achieve much in such a short space of time. However, this may be taken as one example of how we are using the results of evaluation.
General Aspects of Evaluation

Finally, I would like to return to some general aspects of evaluation itself. I am sure you will agree that the main aim of evaluation is to provide a basis for further development. I do not want to claim that evaluation would not have other functions, but this is certainly the most important one. An evaluation which remains in the hands of researchers and which nobody needs is, to my mind, of no use at all. Surely then, it is the evaluator’s responsibility to ask the right questions which are also useful in the development work. The developers have an important task here, because they know intimately what the aims of the curriculum are.

One of the tasks of evaluation is to find out if schools have achieved their goals. Another point is that evaluation follows certain principles. These include, among other things, ensuring that the findings are reliable, with proper timing and with conclusions carefully defined, and presenting results which can be publicly criticized. It is important to find methods that give reliable answers to ‘the right questions’. Methods of evaluation must be designed according to the needs of evaluation.

The third phase of any evaluation is to present a vision of development and to put this vision into practice in the light of the results. Decision makers can then identify the most essential needs for change and allocate financial resources and staff. The developers can then carry this through.

As for the National Evaluation of Upper Secondary School Education 1994, I think we were at least able to ask the relevant questions. They were asked in an appropriate way, in the right place, and they were followed by public criticism. The timing can be questioned, though, because the evaluation was published at the same time as the new framework curriculum and therefore could not be taken into account when writing the curriculum. It did, however, have a bearing on the implementation of the curriculum.

The results of evaluation can be used in several ways. They may contribute to the development of overall educational provision, in particular when developing curricula, teaching methods and teaching materials important at the school level. They are also useful when allocating resources and in policy making.

I have spoken about evaluation at the national level, which is a duty of the National Board of Education. One of our firm principles is that the task of national evaluation is not to produce ranking lists, but to identify problems in the educa-
tional system. Evaluation at the local and school level, called self-assessment, has the same logic. A school's assessment of itself is the first step toward improving teaching and education and ensuring quality. It is not an end in itself. The conclusions drawn from it are the most effective way of making the necessary changes, but schools need a more general framework in order to be able to compare their self-evaluations, to see where they are and where they should go.
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Pillars of National Evaluations: Reconciling Research and Policy Interests in Evaluation Programs in Finland

I shall be talking about policy interests from a national, rather than from an international point of view, and perhaps saying something about research work. I work at the National Board of Education, which is a national expert body in the field of the development and evaluation of education. Formerly, there were two such bodies (called Central Offices in state administration): one for general, the other for vocational education, each having a lot of administrative work. Nowadays, we no more have any administrative work. What I am trying to describe to you is the approach of the National Board of Education – how to do evaluation work especially from our point of view. The work is still in its developmental stages, so I will be very pleased to have your critical comments on it. This will be a very Finnish point of view and will have very little to do with international connections.

Finland as a nation has its particular characteristics: We only number five million people, and there are some traditional values that we respect in our society. General education, in particular, is very important, very highly valued by all social classes. We also think we are very modern and are trying to become more international all the time although you may understand that we have lots of problems especially with languages. But we will manage. We are loyal to our families, to our social reference groups and to our native country. However, during the past few years, I am afraid, these basic values have changed very rapidly because there are very profound changes going on in society, of which we have only a little real research knowledge.
For me, the educational system is a political system, based on political decisions. It is something that is very national and, of course, we believe that our system is the best for Finland. The decisions the politicians make are also the best possible decisions that can be made as far as this country is concerned. But the structural and functional logic of an educational system differs from that of industrial production and of other social services. Being a human institution, school always deals with human connections and relations, and in that regard it is very difficult to evaluate how the system is working. However, we are quite convinced that political decision makers have the right to have valid knowledge as to what purposes funds are used for, what schools are doing with taxpayers’ money, and whether they are doing their best. As for the question of learning achievements, we can ask whether children are really learning the right things in school.

We have a monopoly in primary but also in university education, as we have a state monopoly on selling alcohol. The same holds true for education: The state and the municipalities have the monopoly over it, but it is a very peculiar monopoly because it is completely publicly financed. The state and the municipalities provide the funding; there are no student fees. The political values have been operationalized in political decisions, which can be found in laws, acts, or other decisions made by the Government, but also in decisions made by the National Board of Education on national framework curricula. They all are explicit, they are written up, and they must be taken seriously because they are intended to steer the work of the whole system. A special duty of the national evaluation system is to give valid information on what is going on in schools and what their outcomes are.

There is, of course, a difference between our work and research work. Researchers can have their freedom, they can even evaluate whether the values, ideas and targets are the best or adequate ones or not. But as civil servants, we are bound to political decisions. Perhaps I am simplifying this difference a little bit too much but I think that I have the right to do so because this discussion is going on in Finland.

The entire society has gone through very severe decentralization. One reason why we had such a severe economic catastrophe at the beginning of the nineties was, it was often said, that we had very large central administration and strict norm regulation nearly everywhere in society. The administrative culture which was prevalent for years was said to be wrong, and we were to change the whole procedure, open up the system and make it a more competitive one. And now we can see a totally different administrative system in Finland. It is really surprising how
profound the changes have been in the last few years. The number of norms and regulations in particular has decreased. But there are still people who are missing them.

Parliament has passed a new bill for new overall legislation on the whole school system. At the national level the changes are few. But when we go to a school, we find that there are really very many contradictory developmental processes going on. At the same time, schools should be transparent, open to society, they should be flexible, and students should have more opportunities to make their own choices. Schools have the right to establish their own profiles, but at the same time they must save public money. So especially in primary and secondary education, they are made more accountable to the owners, the municipalities, as there are also tendencies toward funding based on results. These trends are very important challenges, indeed. They apply especially to evaluation: How could we evaluate the effects of such trends in school? How do they affect students’ learning?

The Policy of National Evaluation

We have three different cornerstones or pillars determining what and how we are doing in national evaluations: evaluation projects, evaluations of learning achievements, and the further development of indicators.

One of our answers is to launch fairly comprehensive projects related to the school system, evaluation projects concerning a particular educational sector, or a form of schooling, or a specific theme. These projects would normally take one or two years, and the idea is to get an overall picture of what the situation is like in that type of schooling – whether they are achieving the goals and purposes that are written up in the legislation. In our view, research work plays a very important part in these projects. The method of doing project work also follows the scientific way of thinking.

After the description and analysis at the end of the project, we draw conclusions from or make value judgements of the situation. We try to answer the questions: Is the situation in this theme or in this school form reasonable or not? What are the weaknesses and the strengths? Have the national goals been achieved? Do we have any proof of added value? What about social equality? This is perhaps the most crucial point of an evaluation project.
The second pillar is traditional testing or assessments, which can be done separately or in connection with an evaluation project. We have our matriculation examination after general upper secondary school, and in the spring of 1998 we had our first national samples – a five-percent sample of the pupils at the end of comprehensive school – tested in mathematics, physics, and natural sciences after compulsory education.

In 1994 we had a very large evaluation of upper secondary education, and in 1998 we did an evaluation of machinery and electronics in upper secondary level vocational education. We also organized vocational competence testing extending over one week at the end of the spring term. The testing consisted of a theoretical part, but in 1999 it included also practical work. These student assessments, the indicators and all the research material and self-evaluation reports were used to evaluate nationally how technical schools were working, especially in the fields of machinery and electronics.

The third pillar is indicators, which I will not discuss in this presentation.

In order to unify our national evaluation work we have developed at the National Board of Education a common framework for evaluating educational outcomes. This model is used in all our activities. We use three elements in evaluating educational outcomes: the efficiency (includes internal productivity), funding (economy), and effectiveness of education. In the element of effectiveness we have learning achievements at the top, but it also includes cross-curricular competencies (CCC). There we are especially interested in learning-to-learn competencies, for which we are developing evaluation methods.

The general function of education is, of course, to have an influence on students. This influence, with its particular content, is written up in norms for us, also called state evaluators.
The effects of educational evaluation and assessment on the work of schools, teachers and eventually students are important, and obviously increasing (Abbott, Broadfoot, Croll, Osborn & Pollard, 1994). We may even ask ourselves whether there is already too much evaluation going on, or exactly what we are going do with all the evaluation data that is being accumulated. In this connection – and particularly when national assessments are being talked about – the question of the tail wagging the dog often comes up. In Finland, we are going through a phase where long-held ideas about developments in educational evaluation are finally beginning to be put into practice, as the next few years seem to be filling up with many national and international evaluation projects.

Introduction

As regards the question of backwash effects, the basic way of thinking in Finnish evaluation discussion may be stated as allowing the dog to take care of its own tail. National evaluation is looking for an identity of its own, especially in sample-based survey studies that examine the condition and effectiveness of basic and lower secondary education. By contrast, attempts to rank schools and students in order of quality by using national tests taken during the final phase of the comprehensive school seem to be gaining less popularity than in some other countries in Europe. Thus, the curriculum and reforms associated with it seem to retain their due impor-
tance. In this presentation, four central issues will be discussed that, in my opinion, decisively affect the role to be played by research in the context of national evaluation.

Firstly, what role will research be given in the implementation of national evaluation projects? At issue here is above all whether the research community should be merely carrying out specific evaluation tasks commissioned by other parties or whether they should actively contribute to the development of a system of evaluation and assessment. (House, 1990.)

Secondly, what kind of responsibilities will the research community have for the consequences of national evaluation? That is, how critical a role will researchers be willing and able to assume regarding the evaluation projects to be implemented? (Brown, 1997.)

Thirdly, what are the preconditions for the research community to be able to meet the increasing challenges as regards evaluation? How can we ensure the production of well-substantiated evaluation data of a high qualitative standard? (House, 1990.)

Finally, what kind of division of labor and co-operation between the research community and educational authorities will work best in the rapidly changing field of evaluation?

Evaluation Studies as a Part of National Evaluation

Up to the present, educational evaluation in Finland has been carried out largely in terms of research and has been dependent on the active contribution of researchers. In Finland the Institute for Educational Research (IER) has, since the late 1960s, had a major role in evaluating educational outcomes and in other national tasks concerned with educational evaluation. The IER has performed these tasks mainly in collaboration with the IEA (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement) in connection with international comparative studies of educational outcomes in different school subjects. It may be said that our picture of the (comparative) standard of Finnish education is very largely based on the findings of such international evaluation studies. Our widespread belief that we are the best readers in the world or that our mathematical and science competencies are rather low, is based mainly on the results of IEA projects.
In this sense, the effects of international evaluation studies have been and still are considerable. In many cases, a Finn finds it easier to believe something if he or she has learned of it in the context of international discussion. Educational evaluation and assessment is no exception. The consequences are not always rapid, but once things begin to change, we tend to make a point of being thorough. (See Bonnet, 1996, 1997.) This is currently demonstrated by numerous projects launched by the Government with a view to developing the teaching of mathematics and science measures justified chiefly by the results gained in IEA studies as far back as the first half of the 1980s.

Up to the last few years, researchers have been active also in starting national projects. Such evaluation studies have been carried out in co-operation with public authorities (notably with the National Board of Education), but the IER has had the chief responsibility for their actual implementation. In fact, when the Institute for Educational Research was established over 30 years ago, educational evaluation and the development of assessment methods were defined as being among its central tasks. A prominent aspect of these national evaluations has always been an endeavor to develop both the methodology and content of evaluation. This may also explain why Finland has never experienced the kind of conflict or lack of mutual understanding between the research community and school authorities that has characterized certain other countries. (See Butterfield, 1995.) For the above reasons, the research community has been allowed to take considerable liberties with values, criteria and modes of action when guiding evaluation projects. Up until the early years of the 1990s, educational evaluation and evaluation research were nearly synonymous, at least in the context of the systematic assessment of the state and effectiveness of education.

Though the relations between educational research and educational authorities are fairly unproblematic in Finland, evaluation research has often been criticized for being too far removed from current trends in education, for being bound up with hopelessly slow timetables and for producing results of little value in decision-making. However, in the 1990s the field of educational evaluation was transformed. On the national level, the National Board of Education has been an unprecedentedly active agent in evaluating education. Also, the new school legislation creates substantial obligations regarding evaluation.
The New Role of the Research Community

From an international perspective, the work of the OECD in developing educational indicators entails increasingly systematic international evaluation projects more emphatically linked with educational policies. Their timetables and the quality standards set for their implementation presuppose highly professional and long-term organization of evaluation and assessment. This situation is in many ways new. Researchers must define their role in the field of evaluation and assessment on a new basis. Our strengths are in the long and many-sided experience of implementing demanding research projects with which this interest has provided us. Further opportunities for such experiences have been dangerously threatened, though not completely eradicated, by the economic recession and cutbacks in the last few years. Competition for funds is speeding up as the volume of funding allocated to evaluation and assessment is increasing. Competition as such is a positive thing and has, at least up to now, improved rather than narrowed our scope of action.

However, it is important that we ask ourselves what kind of role the research community is willing and able to create for itself in the changing field of evaluation. Shall we content ourselves with merely carrying out evaluation projects designed by others and concentrate only on improving our competitiveness in the increasingly fierce struggle for resources? Our role may be cut down from that of actively taking the initiative in developing evaluation and assessment to that of routinely implementing regularly repeated evaluation projects. This is not what one would wish to happen. (House, 1990; Sizmur & Sainsbury, 1997.)

Many researchers have continued to play an important part, right from the early stages, also in the new national and international evaluation projects. It is highly desirable that these links survive and grow stronger. It helps to reconcile administrative and research interests and creates favorable opportunities for the successful conduct of such projects. It is in ensuring a high standard of educational evaluation that the research community has a particularly important contribution to make. Basically, the quality criteria governing educational evaluation and evaluation studies more generally have close parallels, especially as regards the practical implementation of evaluation projects. The shared goal is the production of many-sided, reliable and generalizable knowledge. We all know how crucially fulfilling these criteria depends on the careful preparation and systematic implementation of the projects. (Cuttance, 1994; Daugherty, 1995.)
New Challenges to Researchers

Another equally demanding challenge involves the constant renewal of the content of evaluation. How can assessment be made to encompass, more and more fully, the whole spectrum of instructional goals? (Bonnet, 1996; Dylan, 1996; Williams & Ryan, 2000.) A system of evaluation that is implemented mechanically and whose content remains unchanged is a threat to the continuous renewal of teaching. On the other hand, we do know what a demanding task it is to remodel the content of evaluation and assessment and extend it to new target fields. This will make such activities as developing the CCC (cross-curricular competencies) indicators in the OECD/INES project increasingly important in the future and lead to their application to more and more new sectors.

Since the work presents many challenges, and because the methodological challenges in particular are overwhelming, such work requires, both on the national and on the international level, all available expertise. As we are here involved with educational objectives that are often in themselves universal but whose manifestations are very strongly bound up with national cultures, it is also necessary to boost interaction between national and international evaluation units and individuals. At the same time, as research is an essential aspect of educational evaluation and assessment, the research community must also assume a critical role vis-à-vis evaluation. The challenge facing us is how successfully we will be able to combine these two roles. (See Eisner, 1984.) In earlier evaluation studies we always stressed the necessity of close collaboration with schools in preparing the projects and in utilizing their results. We have, among other things, attempted to ensure that the schools in the sample will get the results of their own students within a few weeks after the data has been gathered, together with comparative data needed for their interpretation.

We are moving toward a new kind of evaluation culture that emphasizes the efficient production of evaluation data and its active use in formulating and monitoring educational policy. It is important in such a situation that evaluation research recognizes and accepts its own responsibility for the consequences of educational evaluation. (Nowakowski, 1990; Scriven, 1994.) How, then, does national evaluation affect the operations and activities particularly of schools, teachers and students? Evaluation is a powerful weapon in the hands of those who use it. We should always be sensitive to how the evaluation is received by those evaluated, how its findings are interpreted in the schools and how the messages that the evaluation conveys affect them.
In Finland schools have, as a rule, taken a rather favorable view of evaluation studies. A school refusing to participate in an assessment has been a fairly rare exception. As researchers we want to preserve this valuable relationship. It can be broken only once, after which researchers would find it difficult to gather evaluation data from schools, because preconceived attitudes toward national evaluation projects easily turn negative unless those running the projects are able to listen to the schools and co-operate with them in preparing and carrying out the projects.

Open Evaluation and Assessment

Educational evaluation and assessment should be open activities and their subjects must be able to make themselves heard in all phases of assessment. Altogether, the present situation foreshadows also the ethical dimensions of educational evaluation. (House, 1990; Meadmore, 1995.) In many countries, curriculum reforms carried out in the last few years have been characterized by an emphasis on the rights and responsibilities of schools and their surrounding communities regarding decisions about the content and implementation of teaching. If we stop to consider the development of our society and the demands that it makes on its citizens and leaders, it becomes obvious that there are very solid arguments to justify such a trend. Educational evaluation must not counteract this trend. Accordingly, a central role of the research community should involve critical analysis of such effects. We must not become mere passive onlookers of the development of evaluation systems and implementers of individual projects. As researchers, we are ultimately responsible to the children and adolescents, whose current and future learning will be determined by decisions guided by our actions.

I rather doubt that the findings of national or international evaluation projects could really lend themselves to drawing straightforward conclusions from educational policy of a kind that would enable politicians and educational authorities to make efficacious decisions about developing education. Learning is simply too complex a process for this kind of straightforward maneuvering. This complexity is increased by the fact that learning is rooted in values: There is no single unanimously accepted definition of learning of high quality or of the kind of actions that would represent its practical result.

At their best, evaluation projects generate knowledge to be drawn on in discus-
sions about the condition and outcomes of schooling. If this leads to the emergence of factual interpretations of how comprehensive school has performed its task of promoting both individual growth and social development, then evaluation has done its work properly. Central in this context, apart from the results of evaluation as such, is also what kind of issues, what objectives serve as the focus of our assessment. Here we cannot but encounter once more the fact that we need many different and complementary forms of evaluation. On the international level we must, despite substantial efforts to develop our methods, rest content with assessments based, in one way or another, on a lowest common denominator. It is difficult to fit the broad cultural spectrum of education and training into such projects, and the compromises that must be made may often be, from the point of view of any individual country, rather severe. (Airasian & Gregory, 1997; Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 1986.)

A Complementary Process

The relationship between national and international evaluation projects may be derived from the above description. They should be consciously designed to be different and complementary. International evaluation projects, especially the OECD’s PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) for producing student achievement indicators on a regular basis, are likely to create a kind of general framework also for the national evaluation of education. The data generated by the program will help us to get a general picture and place national education and its outcomes in an international context. These indicators will also give us valuable knowledge of some characteristic features of our own education, perhaps with its strengths and weaknesses. This knowledge could serve as a starting point for national evaluation studies. It would make sense to focus limited national resources on trying to identify the causes of the weaknesses affecting our national system and on finding ways of moderating those weaknesses.

National education policy should become sensitive to the messages of international indicators and quick to respond to them by launching national precision assessments and developmental projects (Airasian & Gregory, 1997; Lim & Tan, 1999). It is worthwhile to mention science education in Finland as an example. Back in the mid-1980s, the Second International Mathematics and Science Study revealed very clearly the inconsiderable provision of experimental teaching in Fin-
land, which should have alerted us to looking for the reasons behind and for ways of redressing it. (Serious action followed much later.) International indicators also make it possible for us to assess the impact of national decisions about educational policy. For example, the Third International Mathematics and Science Repeat Study launched by the IEA in 1998 provides an interesting opportunity to assess the immediate effects of the substantial investments made in teaching in this field. Similarly, OECD indicators will later allow us to evaluate the long-term impact of such measures.

The importance of close communication and collaboration between the research community and public authorities is highlighted by the new challenges now facing educational evaluation. As regards preparations for and the technical implementation of evaluation projects, the criteria for successful assessment are, for the most essential part, the same as those for good research. However, the most characteristic role of the research community, the role that most adds value to educational evaluation as a whole, is doing in-depth analyses of very carefully defined sectors of teaching and learning. An understanding of, for example, how the teaching practices of schools could be changed requires thorough and many-sided analysis of and reflection on the reality in which today's schools operate.

In the 1990s, it also became obvious that educational evaluation and particularly evaluation research call for an increasingly professional approach (Brown & McCallum, 1997; Scriven, 1994). As regards methodology in particular, the quality standards set for international evaluation projects are more rigorous than ever. On a national level, meeting such standards requires purposeful establishment of professional research environments. There must also be enough continuity in national level activities to ensure that the expertise accumulated in international projects will be effectively exploited on both the national and the international level. This will also create opportunities for substantially improving our ability to exert influence when joint projects between different countries are being planned.

In a small country like Finland, the foreseeable evaluation projects alone presuppose the expertise and active contribution of so many people that we cannot afford to disperse our scarce resources. From the point of view of the IER, the evaluation projects already in view raise the question of researcher training. Where will we find qualified people to carry out all the coming evaluation projects?
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Two principal problem dimensions at this point of developing international assessment activities are especially seen as warranting in-depth discussion: one concerned with research aims vs. policy indicator interests in the system evaluation arena, the other with international vs. national interests in conducting large-scale evaluation studies. Both of these problem areas have to do with national strategies and implementation arrangements because any co-operative international activity will ultimately and necessarily be based on national resources and work contributions. This involves, not only priorities and strategies, but also capacity-building — the recruitment and training of the necessary human resources — and eventually the problems of organization and funding.

What follows is a review of some highlights of the conference presentations and discussions, with an effort to organize them into main areas of attention and concern. Some liberties are taken in order to go beyond these immediate references in trying to capture certain underlying issues considered pertinent.

Contextual Aspects

In review of the situation, certain trends and policy developments seem to emerge. In general, there is a genuine need to be aware of and account for the gross societal, ideological and educational processes that are going on in the world and
in several nations. Such needs are recognized more openly and clearly now than they were only a decade ago.

**The Ideological, Economic and Managerial Context**

There is a genuine need to be aware of the gross societal, ideological and educational processes that are constantly going on in the world and in most modern and developing nations. Such trends are important frame factors as regards the relevance and usefulness of evaluation: How to assess the consequences of different cultural and policy trends in schools? How do they affect educational decisions on inputs and processes, and eventually student learning? – This perspective was introduced in the opening address by Lundgren (in the present publication), who referred to modernization and historical developments in evaluation. There is indeed reason to take a comprehensive look at the general situation. Due to its visionary nature, the review by Torsten Husén (1982) still seems pertinent today and may present appropriate early reminders for the benefit of the present discussion. Husén takes up the following trends which were visible as early as 1970:

- **a) An explosive growth in the demand for education.** This is evident throughout the world, and particularly in the fields of secondary and higher education. There has been a shift in demand toward lifelong and adult education, and more profoundly toward considering education as an investment whose allocations over the life cycle of an individual warrant careful consideration. The long initial, “once and for all” education pattern can hardly be considered a valid solution any more. This issue has relevance to the organization of various types of education, as well as their consequences for qualifications, career structures and salary principles.

- **b) Bureaucratization.** The growth in educational systems has resulted in a corresponding – and sometimes proportionally larger – growth in administrative structures. There are simultaneous tendencies of growing size in institutional units (schools). This may increase efficiency, but at the same time opportunities for personal contacts are diminished, resulting in the need to increase counteractive measures, such as formal control and supervision.

- **c) Educational technology and teachers.** Developments in the use of educational technologies have been perceived as one response to overcrowded schools. Husén, however, is explicit about the overwhelming importance of human interaction in the teaching/learning process, in which nothing can replace the human element. Such influences are both direct and indirect: It is the task of teachers to pro-
vide the necessary learning opportunities to students and to guide their development in an emotionally favorable climate. Herein lies the teacher’s professional and ethical responsibility.

d) Meritocratic tendencies. Since the 1960s, education (together with research) has been regarded as the principal determinant of national economic growth, as well as an individual’s career development. This has resulted in increasing pressure on the quality of the final products of education – and thus on learning achievements. The pressure is felt at ever younger age levels. This meritocratic atmosphere has gained strength in the years after the original (1970) predictions. One of its consequences is that studies are motivated by external rewards and other pragmatic goals, rather than regarded as having value in themselves. Husa considers this instrumental career orientation and pursuit of efficiency a price we obviously have to pay for economic growth and material welfare.

e) Research and development are becoming a “knowledge industry”. This emphasizes the reality and consequences of the “knowledge explosion”, whereby the volume of scientific publications is estimated to be doubling at 5-7 year intervals. It is evident that skills related to the creation and processing of knowledge (rather than the absorbing of knowledge) will have increased importance. This leads into increasing uncertainty in mastering this abstract and intellectual environment, with all its practical consequences.

f) Specialized knowledge, while increasing rapidly, also becomes rapidly obsolete. This situation further highlights the need for certain basic knowledge and skills to be gained in formal education. It increases the importance of independent learning skills and critical thinking related to problem-solving needs. Flexibility and new adaptive applications are ever more important, as is the notion of recurrent and lifelong education.

g) The responsibilities of schools and formal education are widening – but in competition. With changes in the structure and role of the family, school has come to be considered the principal agent of socialization and learning. However, it is in competition with other socializing agents, notably the world of the media. Thus, personality development objectives in school education need increasing attention. Husén claims, however, that there are signs of a renaissance of the family, which would necessitate a rather emphatic consideration of the roles and responsibilities of the various partners in education. This has implications for both school and out-of-school learning.
h) Extended voluntary participation in education by the youth. This will have its effects particularly on secondary level education, where career decisions are postponed, creating pressure on formal institutions. Key problems here are:

- assuming personal responsibility for one’s own education;
- the relevance of the content of education and training to the labor market and working life.

Husén claims that – especially in secondary education – an “educational disaster area” is emerging, whereby those willing to face the challenges of the meritocratic society by far outnumber others, who then become an “educational underclass”. – In fact, such fears are perhaps more evident today than at the time they were first expressed. Whether this is another necessary consequence of welfare development or – even more seriously – of the dominant values, the validity of some noble goals of previous years may have to be reassessed. To put it simply, this may involve decisions concerning quality versus equality.

In addition to visions such as Husén’s above, the following observations have become evident:

i) Nations are not alone. Internationalism is not only a slogan and an ideal, it is part of our present and future reality – often very harsh and competitive. Students and the workforce are crossing borders, not only as tourists and cultural ambassadors, but as serious partners, workers and new citizens. We must therefore ask whether children are learning the right things (the content and skills) in our schools. While there are certain national priorities and idiosyncrasies, societal goal-setting and resources are nowhere unlimited, and certain common values, goals and standards are to be observed. Among these are several important feasibility and value considerations that pertain to education: economy, efficiency, effectiveness, quality, and equality... This set of values is one of the points where we are looking into the future, trying to see and predict where society and the world are going.

j) Increasing international competition. Internationalism not only introduces freedoms and possibilities – it also brings about new challenges and straightforward demands, because the extended environment also tends to be competitive. According to Lehmann (in the present publication), the focus of attention in system evaluation has undergone a noticeable change lately, with subject-matter achievement and subject-transcending competencies once again given high priority. One of the reasons is associated with the growing awareness of global competition, with a strong...
view of education as a source of productivity. This tends to bring along a quest for commonalities and equivalencies across borders. Such requirements may concern quality in general, but will soon come down to issues of a common content and common skills, requirements set as well as competencies required. In so doing, all this will necessarily touch upon issues of prevailing values, resources and pedagogies hoped to bring about wholesome development in individuals and entire nations.

k) National concerns for education. A national and local basis of educational development; expectations for international studies. However international any educational needs or assessment results might ever be, their consequences will necessarily be rooted in national contexts and realities. Every country has its own history, its values and ideologies, and its own visions of the nation’s future. Accordingly, in every country, certain questions of current interest gain prominence and require their particular answers. The most meaningful reflection on and evaluation of any international results will eventually take place in national contexts, where the fundamental rationale and history is better understood. Quite especially, it can be claimed that essential decisions in response to observed results (especially shortcomings) are usually possible only at the national and local levels. After all, the significance of evaluation is not in its results, but in its consequences – i.e. its meaningfulness and role in steering subsequent action!

Accordingly, closely linked with the basic quality and accountability demands is the more research-oriented need to observe and understand the national cultural and policy context – i.e. the common values, interests and historical processes underlying any comparative findings – in order to interpret and learn from them. While a variety of countries have become involved in cross-national studies, rather different purposes and development trends come in the picture and warrant serious consideration. Notably, the tendencies of either increasing or restricting local freedom and responsibilities, mentioned above, will affect directly or indirectly the social and educational realities that need to be understood. Such variety among processes and their potential effects tends to make programs and outcomes of system evaluation intrinsically interesting, but also more demanding.

l) Increasing demand for resources and accountability in education. Education is dear to most nations – both symbolically and economically. Therefore, also the proper utilization of funds has become a legitimate concern of those responsible for the planning, management and implementation of educational programs. However, this is not enough, since due to the pervasive nature of education in mod-
ern societies, more detailed and reliable knowledge of the effort and its outcomes is seen as an indispensable part of the tools needed for development, but also for the maintenance of credibility, authority and power. This is necessary for not only those who are accountable for decisions and actions in education, but increasingly for anyone involved in and affected by the process.

Secondly, budgetary constraints on educational expenditure are making themselves felt and highlight the notions of added value in education and of accountability for spending public funds. The very term “education” is hereby being redefined: Increasingly, it is perceived as a right to a public service, decreasingly it refers to an obligation of the individual to fulfill formal requirements as set by the state (the traditional version) or the obligation of the individual to perfect himself or herself (the ‘enlightened’ version). This leads to the pivotal role of the concept of accountability. In this context, system evaluations appear not only ‘justified’; they are inevitable if the stability and the legitimacy of the social and political system itself are to be maintained. (Lehmann, in the present publication.)

m) Increasing local functions and freedom. In several countries, society has gone through a considerable decentralization process resulting in a rather new and different administrative system, where the number of norms and regulations has decreased. At the system level, the changes are few although fundamental. But at the school level, there are many contradictory developmental processes going on simultaneously. For instance, in Finland schools are expected to be at the same time transparent and open to society but also flexible and innovative, with students having more opportunities to make their own choices. While ownership is a very important consideration, schools have the right (they are even expected) to establish their own profiles, but at the same time they must produce relevant common competencies and economize, saving public resources.

n) Quality concerns/demands. Changes in welfare societies, in which the effectiveness of public goods is emphasized, create new demands on education and especially on its outcomes. It is in this context that new demands on estimates of quality have been made. (Lundgren, in the present publication.) Increasing freedom has lead to greater inventiveness at the local level. One consequence of this greater variety is that some proof of acceptable quality becomes necessary. Some units or persons are usually considered accountable (i.e. responsible) for achieving (either facilitating or neglecting) the mainstream goals of learning, but also other virtues such as fairness and human rights. Such considerations are not only necessary in individual cases, or in specialized sectors of education, but extend to the more general
provisions of education for all. On this account alone, both national and international comparisons are arousing increasing interest and gaining in significance in a number of countries — i.e. they are becoming a recognized element in monitoring the attainment of not only educational, but more generally societal goals, including economic competitiveness and cultural offerings. By providing an international context, one might say, the whole world can provide a comparative reference group to national assessments!

p) The institutionalization and regularization of system monitoring. Whereas earlier comparative (IEA) research was largely based on private, individual or institutional initiative and was open to the good will and generosity of various funding agencies, governments today seem to be prepared to take serious and active responsibility for monitoring their own efforts. This means not only increased recognition of and interest in systemic educational evaluation in general, but also more stable and more adequate funding for the work itself. The most full-fledged outcome of this devotion is the emergence of the OECD educational indicators project INES, and especially its Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). Such developments may be regarded as a cure for some of the difficulties of the past: those of a cumbersome start and slow delivery, when funding is thin and uncertain. This widespread formal interest and initiative also holds promise of more serious attention to be paid to dissemination and of our possibility to cope with the consequences of research findings. On the other hand, it may involve certain threats, which will be referred to later in this chapter.

National Characteristics of and Concerns for Education

Any educational system is something that is very national. It is also a political system, based on policy decisions. Thus, political decision makers have the need and right to have as valid information as possible on the situation, e.g. what schools are doing with taxpayers’ money, and whether they are doing their best. These constitute important frame factors with regard to the relevance of evaluation. Therefore, it is a special duty of the national evaluation system to give valid information on what is going on in schools and what the outcomes are. However, the logic of an educational system differs from that of industrial production and from that of other social services. Being a human institution, school always deals with human aspirations and relations, which makes it difficult for us to evaluate how the system is working. (Yrjölä, in the present publication.) Unless national level
insight is shown, both the context and the quality criteria of local efforts may remain lacking and their interpretations ‘imaginary’. Various types of information (local, national, cross-national) should therefore be made available in a coordinated manner with a view to providing the necessary basis for conclusions.

The Educational Context

The General Idea of Education

According to Lundgren (in the present publication), in earlier days the idea of schooling was to reproduce a lost world, not to produce the future. This way of thinking has extended even to modern times: Curriculum design is still mainly thought to express the content in the curriculum, spell out the syllabus, and to provide guidelines for producing curriculum material. However, changes in knowledge structures, the rapid growth of knowledge – not least improved access to information and knowledge – have changed also the notion of curriculum design. Instead of training for relatively well-known roles and tasks in stable environments, the new idea about education becomes a construct telling about education that prepares students for further needs and forms of education and learning for the unplanned – even the unknown. A main challenge is how to accomplish this, and at the same time legitimize the adopted goals and content in pragmatic terms.

Quality and Productivity Concerns

In Lehmann’s terms (in the present publication), the notion of educational productivity can be expected to be close to the center of concern in present-day activities in the field of system evaluation. It focuses on the relationships between the inputs and outputs of the system and tries to model the mediating processes in order to facilitate interventions which maximize the outputs under given external conditions. Theoretically, this mode of thinking converges with recent fields of study, such as research on educational effectiveness (cf. Scheerens & Bosker, 1997), new models of educational management based on economic theory (cf. Dubs, 1996) and theories of innovation (cf. Fullan, 1991). In practice, it is highly compatible with the more general concept of accountability in democratic societies. It is perhaps this notion which is particularly important in that it transcends the dimension of more technocratic system management in the direction of socially responsible decision-making. We are now moving toward a new kind of evaluation culture that emphasis-
es efficient production of evaluation data and its active use in formulating and monitoring educational policy.

**New Content and New Methods**

There is a growing interest in subject-matter learning and learning achievements (Lehmann, in the present publication). However, since the domain of cross-curricular competencies and skills for life in general are also getting attention, one might say that the entire concept of the content of education is experiencing substantial expansion and reformulation, thus presenting ever new challenges to systematic and comparable measurement.

Particularly, important new challenges to both national and international evaluation are presented by the role of the new technologies in opening up the educational system and learning environments. This is not merely a question of new resources, materials, or methods, but of opening up the entire context of education, its learning environments and pedagogical culture. Today, schools co-operate across borders, and children already work on joint projects with their peers abroad. Such network-supported learning environments force us to broaden our views on learning to cover more than just the traditional notion of subject-specific skills and knowledge.

We should also venture into assessing learning that takes place outside of school. Consistently with the notion of lifelong learning, attention has been paid to the demands arising from adult and working life, in terms of choosing the targets of evaluations, but also in defining school learning. While the plausibility of transfer effects has been fading away, the notion of authenticity and applicable skills have gained in significance. The key competencies required in the near future for work, active citizenship and continuous learning appear very similar, be they defined nationally or internationally. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.)

**Conceptual Issues**

**The Evaluation Concept**

There is some uncertainty about the content and use of some important terminology, including the concept of evaluation itself. While in Finland *evaluation* is used as a generic term for monitoring and assessment purposes and procedures at different levels, its specialized connotations in the Anglo-Saxon world are somewhat differ-
ent. In the U.S., the term evaluation is used in a more serious and comprehensive sense, perhaps typically associated with assessing several aspects of entire programs or entities, and providing serious statements of their successes and failures. The term assessment is not quite as ambitious, and can therefore be more easily used for a variety of feedback information, including student learning outcomes.

The role of assessment and evaluation in education has long been recognized. However, the main concerns have traditionally been at the fundamental level of teaching and learning, where the focus is on individuals and their credentials. Accordingly, student assessments and examinations have long dominated the assessment scene, not least as instruments of selection and rejection. This “case-oriented” (idiographic) and control heritage is still visible, especially as regards the ranking and labeling of particular persons, institutions, or countries, without asking for diagnosis, elaborations, or deeper understanding. Such tendencies are indications of a simplistic conception of evaluation as a tool of authority and power, rather than as one of professional diagnosis and well-reasoned support. (Cf. Norris, 1995.) Its further consequences often remain neglected, and thus remain outside of immediate concerns. (Pettersson & Wallin, 1995; Vedung, 1995.)

Interest in the evaluation of programs or entire educational systems is of fairly recent origin – by and large a post-World-War-II phenomenon, when major structural system developments started to take place. It may therefore be considered one aspect of modernization in education – or more generally of a new culture. Although one might accept system evaluation as being among the youngest fields of specialized expertise in any nation’s educational endeavor, it is, however, no more virgin territory either in terms of preaching or practice.

Evaluation Has Its Contextual Determinants

Like education itself, the concept of evaluation can be viewed in context and as part of modernization trends. As such, it is an element in the development of society and of modern thinking. Evaluation is a practical way in which knowledge is extracted from practice. At the same time evaluation is a prerequisite for making reasoned choices. (Lehmann, in the present publication; Lundgren, in the present publication.) While issues as complex as those of education can hardly be described in simple terms, the mere acceptance of a serious use of feedback information necessitates a particular environment: a climate open to change and rational reason-
ing. While respecting local and individual integrity, certain democratic principles of transparency, openness and valuation of the common good are esteemed. Taken further, this welcomes an evaluation culture in which a wide variety of interests and paradigms are accepted and nurtured, including both systematic and representative data ideals and less formalistic participatory approaches. Practical imperatives—perhaps further aspects of modernization—may add other criteria to this, such as productivity, effectiveness, or economy.

In the context of structural reforms, the mainstream evaluation issues led to a strategy in which two alternatives were usually compared. In so doing, evaluation research was thought to deliver answers based on comparisons—notably statistical comparisons under non-experimental conditions. This formed a tradition in which comparisons seemed possible irrespective of different circumstances. During the seventies, several new models for evaluation were born. There were rather extensive methodological discussions about quantitative and qualitative methods, among them the case study methodology. (Lundgren, in the present publication.)

When the main structural system reforms were over, the questions addressed changed character. Now the management and processes of education were brought into focus. How to construct goals and how to monitor and evaluate the fulfilling of those goals became essential questions to evaluators. Aside from such issues (of implementation), others dealing with contingencies (or causal relationships) emerged. (Cf. Stake, 1967.) This development may be seen as the beginning of (conclusion-oriented) evaluation research. (Cf. Cronbach & Suppes, 1969.) It has its roots and ambitions in the pursuit of learning from various local and national initiatives and experiments.

The fourth generation conception of evaluation (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, referred to by Linnakylä, in the present publication) endorses the constructivist and socio-cultural approach, where different individual, national and cross-national values and principles are negotiated with a view to forming a shared framework for evaluation. This notion paves the way for a systematic view and cross-national studies. A special emphasis is laid on the rights and protection of the target (object) of evaluation (Norris, 1995). Cultural pluralism is recognized in its eclectic and interdisciplinary forms. Evaluators are expected to have content knowledge accompanied with expertise in evaluation theories, methods and practices as well as psychological and societal understanding. Multiculturalism encompasses multiple methodologies, including both quantitative and qualitative approaches and integration of different the-
These ideals may be seen as increasingly pertinent at the present stage of modernization. While such efforts warrant due professional attention, the quality of investments and outcomes should also be provided with some recognized proof of their effects — e.g. that provided by rigorous and systematic evaluation studies. This requirement would not necessarily imply external evaluation or public sanctions, but might simply involve means to "unearth" important innovative practices and actual experiences, which should not be left unrecognized, nor the knowledge dormant. It would seem necessary to bring about increasing professionalism in educational evaluation, not only as far as technical terms are concerned, but more profoundly in terms of its basic values and purposes when developing an entire evaluation culture.

The Indicator Concept

The educational indicators of the OECD yield information at the system level about the economy, processes and achievements of education as well as about attitudes toward education. For each of these components, the aim has been to produce a number of indicators reflecting essential aspects pertinent to schooling and education. We in education might wish to figure out how we could have some of the power that gross national indices in economics, such as gross domestic products or unemployment rates, have in the images that policy makers and the general public have of society. How could we capture some of that for education? The significance of the indicators for educational policy, the meaningfulness and attraction of the pieces of information conveyed, however, depend ultimately on the needs and views of the user. The OECD indicators are system level indicators. There are needs for a variety of indicators at other levels as well. (Owen, in the present publication.)

We always tend to have the difficulty of different levels and kinds of indicators, and also who the indicators are intended for. One of the thorniest issues is how many indicators we really need. For example, we might wish to have what some would call social indicators, some general level of income and an idea of size, and so forth. Or, we might have what we call participation indicators, what we actually classify as inputs: how many children go to school, enrollment at the different levels of education, etc. Likewise, we have something that belongs to processes and institutions. Much of this would constitute the domain of contextual variables.
and indicators. Finally, we have indicators of student achievement and attainment, which is looking at what kind of graduation rates we have, what kind of school completion rates we have at different levels, and how we are achieving in, for instance, mathematics? However, people are more and more interested in yet another kind of student outcomes. We call these “cross-curricular competencies” — those goals and skills which are not subject-bound, but help to lead to success in later life. These might not be measured as reading, mathematics, or science. (Owen, in the present publication.)

There are a number of new challenges presented to the future work on indicators. These include authentic tasks and skills developed and useful outside of school, notably those of collaboration and distributed knowledge. Even the notion of cross-curricular competencies may need to be reviewed from a lifelong perspective. The problem more generally is that for many of the outcomes we just do not have an indicator system yet. Still, we have to be able to measure them, in order to have an indicator. It is not likely that we can develop all the conceivable measures. Involved is the whole problem of self-reporting of process, of really getting at teaching and learning, and in many ways when talking about education, this is the heart of the matter. What teaching and learning are like is really the black box in all of the indicator programs. This is a continuing challenge, a continuing problem. We are trying to work on the cross-curricular competencies — such as problem-solving and working in groups, using technology — competencies that you do not necessarily learn in any one course but that are part of our idea of production rather than reproduction of knowledge. (Owen, in the present publication.)

International Assessment Studies

A Multitude of Expectations for International Studies on Education

What do the international programs give us? The pioneering IEA projects recognize two purposes as far as international comparative achievement studies are concerned:

1. To provide policy makers and educational practitioners with information about the quality of their education in relation to relevant reference groups, such as the key trading partners. This gives an overall standing, which makes certain comparisons possible. In line with these general purposes, the IEA strives in its
studies for two kinds of comparisons. The first consists of direct international comparisons of effects of education in terms of scores or subscores in international tests. The second kind of comparison concerns how well a country's intended curriculum is implemented in schools and achieved by students. (Plomp, in the present publication.)

In addition, the studies provide benchmarks: some notion of the distribution of the population across levels of performance, some kind of description of performance characteristics and of population distributions across them. Further analyses may give us some notion of how particular subgroups – such as national minorities – perform compared to certain overall benchmarks. With repeated cycles of studies, we can get trend data.

2. To assist in understanding the reasons for observed differences between educational systems. This potential is linked with the vast array of contextual background variables and data, which may be used in terms of explanatory models and further theoretical work. (Plomp, in the present publication.)

Reference has been made (by Husén, 1982) to the world as an educational laboratory because countries plan and implement their education differently. No doubt, that can be seen happening no matter from which of our perspectives we are looking at it. As there are several possible perspectives and approaches, the question of audiences emerges again. Some of these interests, each of which has its own expectations and quality criteria, have been summarized by Leimu (1992) and include:

**Policy interests**
- Cultural interests: the status and role of formal and non-formal education, modernization.
- International comparisons: benchmarking, strengths, and weaknesses.
- Historical interests and timing: the stages of development of the educational system, changing contexts, extending into the future.
- Accountability: the degree and quality of implementation.
- Economy: the efficiency and economy of education.
- Policy-making: societal phenomena (equity, sub-groups, needs of working life), predictions.
- Administrative-managerial interests: planning, implementation, and leadership in multilevel systems.
- Policy consequences relying upon research studies and indicators?
Scientific and conceptual interests

- Theoretical and construct validity issues: causal postulates and observations.
- The structural perspective: explanatory potentials for the pursuit of quality learning as a complex multilevel phenomenon.
- The curriculum perspective: structural, input and processual prerequisites and guidelines for school learning; intentions vs. implementation actualities.
- Educational-psychological processes: conceptions of learning as a process and of learners as human beings; interpersonal relations and learning experiences; attitude formation.
- Research method interests: What paradigms are effective in descriptions and explanations? How to ensure comparability?

Technical and management interests

- Resource considerations: How to obtain useful, timely and high quality feedback information most economically and efficiently? How to provide for comparative information needs and national refinements?
- Management, supervision, and formal accountability interests: How to plan, organize and manage large-scale research? How is the data organized? What effective use to make, and how, of the results?
- Dissemination interests: What are the target audiences and strategies of making the research results known? How are the results most efficiently put into use?

Inevitably, it may be impossible for any one research venture to prepare us for and respond to all of these needs. However, with properly organized data, a variety of secondary analyses will become possible beyond the initial and core results. Whatever the particular interest, one may suggest that international studies help us to better comprehend the functioning of our own system – its specifics, and perhaps its idiosyncrasies. Perhaps very little progress has been made along those lines. There are interesting issues pertaining to functional equivalencies between systems and the dynamics of two respective systems in comparison with each other. For instance, one system may apply certain differentiating mechanisms – e.g. centralized matriculation exams – whereas another system applies some other strategies – e.g. competition between secondary schools. – Such comparisons might well be a major challenge in future IEA-type work. (Lehmann, in the present publication.)
In general, research results and international indicators can give people a handle on what is going on in education in the country and also raise their interest level. The more accessible the indicator set is and the better we are communicating it, the more likely it is that important issues are taken up and become part of the national debate. Indicators, therefore, may be seen as stimuli to and openings of discussion. They do not provide final explanations, but they can point out problem issues and provide evidence for certain matters which can become serious considerations when developing national policies or instructional approaches. In a sensible strategy, they should also point at further in-depth research needs.

Conceptual and Content Comparability

Comparability begins at the conceptual level: agreeing on the common usage of terms and constructs. These are very basic, as one has to reach an agreement in determining certain key concepts, such as: What is a school? Who is a teacher? Who is a student? or arrive at common target population definitions. Typically, this extends to common technical standards, which concern decisions and practices such as sampling, field testing operations, or data management. All these very cornerstone notions are quite important and may often be rather interpretative.

Both the IEA and OECD assessment frameworks and instruments have been criticized for cultural bias or even cultural imperialism. However, the criticism has been strongest among people who have not been involved in these efforts, being thus unaware of the multicultural discussions which always take place when defining the basic concepts, when constructing the evaluation framework, and when designing the instruments. Admittedly, the social, cultural, or educational characteristics of the developing countries have not been taken sufficiently into account in designing some of the studies. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.) On the other hand, one might point out that one of the principles necessarily adopted in the IEA work has been the attempt to be equally unfair to everybody. (Leimu, in the present publication.) Within the OECD, however, the range of cultural and developmental differences among the member countries is not quite as large, making comparisons between those countries fairer. Inevitably, certain compromises need to be accepted if we want to do this kind of work in a cross-cultural setting.

International evaluation projects are, at their best, joint ventures: planned, implemented, and reported together. This has not always been understood in the na-
tional context. Instead, it has been assumed that the conceptual-theoretical framework and the instruments come from somewhere as given, and the national contribution is restricted to faithfully carrying out the instructions received. Such a contribution will not, of course, feel very inspiring or challenging. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.) Not only this; it is, indeed, necessary to point out cultural peculiarities early on, in order for them to become properly observed in the design and incorporated in the final measures. Otherwise the results and their interpretations may become incomprehensible or simply impossible. An important remedy would be active, full-fledged participation by all country representatives in the projects right from the beginning, as well as careful national criticism in all phases of instrument development. The process has its natural sequences, ending with open and joint consideration of the results, their contextualized interpretations, and their various implications for policy, theory and practice.

Since instructional processes are among the most sensitive issues and difficult to capture in large-scale research programs, they warrant special attention. In trying to make some progress in measurement, one possibility would be to look at opportunities for moving instructional activities into assessment procedures. This could be accomplished e.g. by creating authentic tasks, favoring performance assessments, and looking at portfolio assessments.

Consequences of Evaluation and Indicator Work

What Can Be Done With the Results?

How, then, do national evaluations affect the operations and activities particularly of schools, teachers and students? How are they made available and disseminated? What actions and with what delays can be expected? How are the effects brought about? What is the interplay between system level, local and school actors?

Since every practice and principle has both its merits and drawbacks – two sides to the coin – every experience and serious piece of information, be it local or national, should be set against its intentions and actualities, and also its costs and effects. Since education by its very nature is based on human skills and interactions, these contrasts are natural and always there. In this case, the resources and expenditures in question are both human and material. The compromises to be made are therefore often between what may be deemed desirable and what is actually possible,
and one needs to ask perhaps more seriously than ever: *At what human costs* are various practices adopted or outcomes attained?

**Knowledge Is Power**

It is a well-known fact that evaluation is a powerful weapon in the hands of those who are using it. First, we should be sensitive to how evaluation procedures and results are received by those evaluated, e.g. how the findings are interpreted in the schools, and how the messages received from the evaluation come to affect them. (Välijärvi, in the present publication.) Another important agent is the one having high-quality knowledge of and insight on the state (process and progress) of education, the one willing and able to exert active influence on the basis of such information. This is likely to take place in terms of public discourse concerning education. As noted by Pettersson and Wallin (1995), reliable and pertinent knowledge will possess power in public fora, and those in possession of such knowledge may come to exercise publicly recognized authority through their leadership position in the discourse.

Important in this connection will be the question of consequences, especially from the viewpoint of those whom the assessment concerns. The issue here is: What kind of responsibilities will the research community have for influencing the consequences of national evaluations, especially in terms of their pedagogical and human implications? There is the question of how critical a role researchers are willing and able to assume regarding the evaluation projects to be implemented, and what kind of responsibility they will accept for the conclusions drawn. (Välijärvi, in the present publication.)

It seems natural that the main consequences of assessments are related to the original user interests. Thus for instance, national level assessments should draw the attention of and be used by national policy authorities for revisions of policies, structural characteristics and resource allocations. Likewise at the local level, curriculum-related developments and their financial consequences should be considered. At the individual level, the traditions of assessment are long. However, it would be in line with modern educational thinking that the consequences of positive and supportive action should receive major emphasis, instead of the traditional labeling and other negative practices.
General Requirements for Quality

The Evaluation Model

Educational indicators are necessarily few and selected. For instance, the early ambitions of the OECD/INES were targeted at 54 indicators, of which half a dozen were assigned to the domain of student learning outcomes. The expected benefit of such a compact approach is that the database can be obtained and analyzed efficiently. This allows relatively frequent and regular cycles. Its shortcomings are in its restricted scope and focus. It is self-evident that in this approach indicators must be carefully chosen and well justified. It may be claimed that this process will remain haphazard and erratic unless there are a well-conceived conceptual framework and empirical experience underlying the total set, giving it a transparent structure and credibility. An overly general model will not be sufficient here, but one that is progressively specified at a meaningful latent variable level (cf. the "information pyramid" notion). It should be noted that this requirement is not restricted to the overall research or indicator model – it applies to each specific domain (content area) included in the exercise. Thus, there is a need for adequate conceptual and modeling work in each of the subject domains, covering not only their structure or their "traditional" and "modern" substance, but also their common pedagogical concerns, such as formal learning objectives. Similarly, a well-reasoned conceptual structure is a prerequisite for any background information and instrumentation, because it is here that the problems of achieving cross-national ("culture-free") equivalence are even more challenging and cures necessary. Since all other indicators may be regarded as constituting the necessary system context, the role of background characteristics specific to school learning outcomes has so far remained restricted. However, there are signs of increasing ambitions here, which tends to make the above requirement even more serious.

On the other hand, the research approach (especially of the large-scale survey type) typically aims at relatively comprehensive conceptual models and large collections of manifest variables in testing such models. Due to the complex nature of the phenomena under study, multilevel conceptual models tend to be commonplace; the scope of measurement is usually more extensive and innovative; and, hence, in the analyses there is more room for "fishing" and "hunting", i.e. certain explorations in unknown territory. In education, a field which is constantly in motion, such scope and flexibility may be regarded as necessary, if one is to keep in controlled touch...
with realities. A benefit of this (research) approach is that it leaves several options open and enables constant renewal. Its shortcomings are the slowness of delivery and necessarily incomplete analysis of the abundance of the data available. Thus, the overall effort tends to remain somewhat inefficient—especially if the funding does not allow time for extended and simultaneous work on different fronts.

The pioneering international contributor in the field so far—the IEA—was founded as a research co-operative. Therefore, the interests in international comparative studies initially had a research perspective, and curriculum-related modeling was one of its core elements. More theoretical studies have often been carried out at the national level of further analyses. In the second half of the 1980s, there was increased recognition by the IEA of the interests of policy makers and of educational indicators. IEA databases were made available for OECD achievement indicators, demonstrating the direct usefulness of research-based data in the OECD publications.

The issue can be put in simple terms: If we want to know why, we get into both qualitative and quantitative research arenas. This is why indicators and research have to constitute some sort of complementary systems. Research is the basic foundation we really need, while indicators are in some ways a communication tool, they are not the end you are seeking. What we need is understanding based on research, but we also need to be able to communicate certain aspects of that research quickly, and that is the role for indicators. (Owen, in the present publication.)

A particular role in which such research-based indicator information is effective is that if there are particular myths in a country that have been accepted as educational truths, one can present data to counterbalance them. So this again implies looking a little deeper, having something to say about the processes of education and being specific about it. This can do a lot in changing the nature of debate, and it is here that indicators can help in forming the debate of where to look, of how to go into more depth. (Owen, in the present publication.)
The initial charts (introduced by Leimu, in the present publication) might now be revised to some extent, taking better into account the different levels of operation:

**Figure 1.** The principal problem dimensions.
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**Evaluation and Indicator Strategies**

A strategy should basically lay out the general purpose and arrangements of the evaluation: *what* is being done and *why* (e.g. For whom? For what?). It should ideally stake claims to *how* (e.g. By whom? With what means and resources?) and *when* (i.e. At what time? How often? In what order?). All of this might benefit from an orchestration metaphor in which the orchestra plays a symphony or jazz, with its particular solo and ensemble parts, always relying on sufficient professional skills of the players of the various instruments, each playing their particular notes, but together creating a total harmony.
Questions that we might entertain could well have to do with issues like the following:

1. What are the local/national resolutions, especially in terms of how and with whom? A question concerning national structuring is: Who are the necessary partners, and what are their mutual relationships? How are all these necessary partnerships formed and maintained? Are there established responsibilities, and is there something to be gained by each party?

2. While any comprehensive operation of this magnitude and of high quality standards is necessarily expensive, a real question becomes that of funding, i.e. investments: Can a member country really afford intensive work? At what and whose expense is the work being done? Are some important elements of evaluation, research, or indeed educational developments neglected in so doing.

3. The other side of that coin is the question of benefits: What can be gained by participating? It is evident that there is inherent public interest in the quality of education, which is concerned with entire age groups and extends from childhood to mature life. It is very likely that enormous savings can be achieved if one knows what is actually happening in the educational system. Not only would this meet accountability expectations, but it would also enable active steering: consideration of how things could be done more efficiently or with less human suffering. Further issues are those of gaining awareness of current international trends in education and state-of-the-art research methodology. The overall balance warrants careful consideration.

4. How to secure renewal in repeated cycles of studies, while capturing trends using old procedures? One ambition lives on extensive search and critical revisions, the other thrives on continuity. The current answer seems to lie in a kind of modular approach in which elements of one study cycle are incorporated in the next ones. This “bridging” allows making comparative estimates between studies, while leaving room for continuous instrument renewal. – Another consideration is renewal of the research competencies involved. It can be said without hesitation that large-scale international studies provide an exceptionally fertile soil for researcher training. Being complex in nature, they always necessitate national and international teamwork, where opportunities for supporting versatile competence-building arise naturally.
From an international perspective, the work of the OECD in developing educational indicators entails increasingly systematic international evaluation projects deliberately linked with educational policies. The timetables and quality standards adopted for implementation presuppose highly professional and long-term organization of assessment. The consequent national arrangements represent a variety of approaches and solutions. In Finland the process is nowadays highly centralized. After the public debate, which is usually drawn-out but essential, the National Board of Education arrives at its final conclusions and prepares a set of action points for the Ministry of Education. It informs the Ministry about the main problem areas and the action needed. The Ministry of Education subsequently makes political decisions and the National Board of Education is given the task of more detailed planning and implementation of the improvements. (Takala, in the present publication.)

The results of evaluation can be used in several ways. They may contribute to the development of overall educational provision, in particular when developing curricula, teaching methods and teaching materials—important at the school level. They are also useful when allocating resources and in policy making. However, one of the firm principles of the National Board of Education is that the task of national evaluation is not to produce ranking lists, but to identify problems in the educational system. Evaluation at the local and school level, called self-assessment, has the same logic. A school’s assessment of itself is the first step toward improving teaching and education and ensuring quality. It is not an end in itself. The conclusions drawn are considered the most effective way of making the necessary changes, but schools need a more general framework in order to compare their self-evaluations, to see where they are and where they should go. (Takala, in the present publication.)

The Strategic Approach: Phasing and the Distribution of Responsibilities

A question linked with the previous one is: What kind of division of labor and co-operation between the research community and educational authorities will work best in the rapidly changing field of evaluation? What complementary roles could educational research and indicator work play?

It is in ensuring a high standard of educational evaluation that the research community has a particularly important contribution to make (Välijärvi, in the present publication). The quality criteria governing educational assessments and eval-
Evaluation studies more generally have close parallels, particularly as regards the practical implementation of evaluation projects. The shared goal is timely and reliable production of many-sided, useful and generalizable knowledge.

Relationships between national and international evaluation projects may be derived from the above description. They should be consciously designed to be different and complementary. Due to its currently dominating role, especially the OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) for producing student achievement indicators on a regular basis is likely to be in a key position in generating new demands for general frameworks also for national evaluations of education. The comparative data produced by the program should help us to get a general idea of national education outcomes in an international context.

At the same time, national education policies should become sensitive to the messages of international indicators and be quick to respond to them by launching national precision assessments and developmental projects. How to do this, is a matter of national level planning according to the existing needs and possibilities. When doing this, it will be wise to work out acceptable functional relationships between the main parties concerned, usually including (national and local) educational authorities, researchers and schools, so that long-term co-operation will become possible. The importance of close communication and collaboration between researchers and public authorities is highlighted by the new challenges now facing educational evaluation. The issue concerning the preconditions for the research community to be able to meet the increasing challenges as regards evaluation itself is another important domain in any general model for assessments, posing also questions on the production of well-substantiated evaluation data of high quality standards.

According to Linnakylä (in the present publication), international and national evaluation schemes should be intertwined so that they complement each other without straining schools and students too much. International evaluations constitute a useful monitoring instrument and one possible basis for orienting national assessments. At their best, international evaluations might include qualitative case studies or action research in order to cast light on quantitative results and draw a nationally sharper and more colorful picture of student achievement and more immediate learning context factors. These substudies should ideally be connected with national developmental interests in instructional processes and education in general.
As for national assessments, the primary emphasis should be put on national values, goals and standards, with a view to drawing a more revealing profile of learning outcomes, particularly in the disciplines and content areas not tested internationally. Intensive studies should be focused on those areas where problems are detected in the international findings. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.)

Researchers themselves must define their own role in the field of evaluation and assessment on a new basis. Their strengths are in their long and many-sided experience in implementing demanding research projects that this sustained interest has brought about. The definition and detection of appropriate research partners is not a simple and straightforward matter. There are often several active agents in the field of evaluation and evaluation research, to say nothing of the multitude of interests in different disciplines, or levels and sectors of the educational endeavor. Competition for funds is therefore speeding up, whether or not the volume of funding allocated to evaluation and assessment is increasing. Competition as such should be regarded as a positive matter and is likely to improve rather than narrow the scope of action. However, it is important that the different research communities ask themselves what kind of role they are willing and able to assume in the changing field and challenges of evaluation. (Välijärvi, in the present publication.)

The overall quality of research and indicator data is not only dependent on the work of researchers. In all social research, one comes to deal with human counterparts, not least with students and teachers, who constitute the primary source of information. Their roles and interests are therefore an important consideration in any evaluation strategy. Proper channels and modes of communication are indispensable when working with schools in the field. As researchers we must fully comprehend the importance of preserving an open and trusting working relationship. In the Finnish case, this is built upon common professional interests and understanding among schools and researchers, and a school refusing to participate in a study has been a fairly rare exception. But the situation may be delicate: The confidence of teachers need only be broken once, and then it will be difficult to restore. Researchers would then find it difficult to gather data from that or any other school, because attitudes toward similar evaluation projects may easily turn negative wholesale. Unless those running the projects are able to properly communicate and co-operate with the schools in preparing and carrying out the projects, long-term difficulties may arise. (Välijärvi, in the present publication.)
Other bases for ensuring participation are also conceivable. These include legal or administrative rules and potential sanctions. Although less desirable bases than professional approval, these may be deemed as strong and effective means. Such a situation is in fact emerging in Finland where the new educational legislation stipulates that schools and municipalities accept considerable responsibilities for participating in external evaluations as well as for doing their own self-assessments. It is therefore important that such activities are open and transparent, and that the participants are able to make themselves heard in all phases of assessment, supporting a sense of ownership. Without the threat of negative sanctions, the benefits of systematic information should be well understood by all those concerned, and this goal should be well achievable. Altogether, this requirement emphasizes serious consideration of the ethical dimensions of educational evaluation.

Other Considerations

Political vs. Educational vs. Research Logic?

In many countries, curriculum reforms made in the last few years have been characterized by an emphasis on the rights and responsibilities of schools and their surrounding communities regarding decisions about the content and implementation of teaching. If we observe such overall developments in society, there are solid arguments for justifying certain trends, and the consequent implications become more obvious. Educational evaluation should not counteract such trends, but instead seek to honor their (humanistic) consequences. Government-sponsored developments are not without problems, however. Although the idea of the system's responsibility for its own monitoring is reasonable, one may put certain questions:

- Will political logic take over genuine research ideals in the future? In particular;
- Will the focused and reduced indicator model replace the more open and broad research approach, leaving us with a few reliable but perhaps insufficient indicators of educational inputs, processes and products? How could these other needs be catered for?

Accordingly, an important role of the research community involves doing critical analysis of general societal processes and their effects.
There are also issues of quality that have to do with professional integrity. The underlying issue is what role researchers will be given in national system evaluation projects and strategies? What initiatives are expected, and what independence is assigned to them? The more concrete question is whether researchers should content themselves with merely carrying out evaluation projects designed by others, concentrating mainly on competing for the resources necessary for the practical operation? It is especially in sample-based surveys which regularly monitor the condition and effectiveness of formal education that one may ask the question whether the research community should be merely carrying out pre-specified evaluation tasks commissioned by others, or whether they should actively contribute to the use and development of a system of information, on the basis of their evaluation and assessment contributions. (Välijärvi, in the present publication.) Parallels with the changes observed above in the image of education itself are easy to see. In this process, national evaluation models of education and school learning become necessary to researchers: They become a basis for their own identity as researchers. This is in keeping with the ideals of explanation and understanding, which are central in the research-oriented approach. Such soul-seeking is continuously necessary.

These concerns relate, not only to differences in interests, but also in degrees of freedom among different professional groups that may have their roles and stakes in any system of assessment. Administrative officials within educational systems, acting as civil servants, are heavily bound by political and legal decisions. In short, they have to firmly believe in and push their particular cause.

On the other hand, researchers swear by their methods and conceptual views. Accordingly, they can (and should) have their apparent freedom from consensual constraints, as they can (and should) always question whether the adopted values, ideals, content, and objectives are also adequate. Thus, the fundamental standpoint of a researcher is to think critically of his or her approach and findings. It may be suggested that such differences in the roles of different participants in a national evaluation strategy should not become sources of conflict, but be used to the advantage of the totality. While educational authorities should know and understand policy interests and implications, and while the voices of representatives of the field should be allowed to be heard, conceptual-technical expertise and critical innovative capacity should be expected from researchers. – This leads us to further considerations, such as
Problems of Renewal

How to ensure the constant renewal and development of our evaluation approaches and methods at both the national and international levels, to maintain their vitality and relevance over the long-term cycles of repeated data-acquisition and use? An equally demanding challenge involves the constant renewal of the content of evaluation. How can assessment be made to encompass, as fully as possible, the spectrum of instructional goals? How can it be done with maximum meaningfulness and comparability, and still be feasible? A system of evaluation that is implemented mechanically and whose content remains unchallenged and unchanged fails to convey messages of renewal and becomes an actual threat to the innovative development of teaching. While research is an essential aspect of educational assessment and evaluation, and if the implementing agencies wish to be dependable agents in the field, they must also assume a critical role vis-à-vis evaluation. The challenge facing evaluators is how successfully they are able to combine these two roles (viz. those of stability and change).

As one possible prerequisite, the international databases should be made available to all participating countries as soon as possible, so that the national centers could do further analyses of and extensive research on the data. Such promises are not always easy to fulfill. Yet, the databases and further analyses would be invaluable both in research and in training new evaluation experts. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.)

The renewal of the cadre of evaluators can be a problem needing attention. In many countries, it is hard to find and recruit young, sufficiently qualified evaluation researchers, whose repertoire of knowledge and skills must be extensive. At least in Finland, as a result of more fashionable interests such as qualitative research approaches in education - although valuable as such - methodological competence among young researchers has become one-sided, and their knowledge of the newer statistical methods and computer software necessary for dealing with large data sets is limited. By the same token, their knowledge of evaluation theories and implementation strategies needs strengthening, together with competencies to deal with social, economic, and cultural changes. If the obligations of international evaluations are to be met in the near future, serious attention needs to be paid to the further training of evaluation experts and researchers. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.)
In this work, international co-operation becomes a source of enrichment and support. It would be desirable to include researcher training as one component in national and international co-operative schemes, which provide excellent environments for dynamic “learning by doing”. This issue deserves serious attention in the coming years, because large international projects offer repeated, yet unique opportunities to everyone involved. One of the problems involved may be the image of evaluation: Evaluation is not considered real science, whereby corresponding researcher training has not enjoyed very high esteem in university faculties and departments of education. This image could easily be improved. (Linnakylä, in the present publication.)

The Legitimacy of Assessments

There is a possibility that the legitimacy of assessments becomes questionable if the same agency that is responsible for the system and program planning and implementation is also doing the evaluation.

Also this coin has several sides:

1. It is possible that a governmental evaluation project will be perceived as more legitimate and acceptable than a purely institutional (research) effort. This interpretation would be likely in a relatively strong or recent tradition of centralization.

2. It is possible that a non-governmental evaluation project will be perceived as more legitimate and acceptable (e.g. by reason of being more independent and impartial) than a governmental effort. This interpretation would be likely in a relatively strong tradition of decentralization. By the same token, it should be recognized that whether under government auspices or not, major evaluation efforts anywhere are likely to be dependent on substantial government support.

3. Potential sanctions are likely to be regarded differently if the study represents the formal system rather than merely information interests. Educational researchers can hardly be regarded as representatives of the Establishment, so their influence can at best be indirect. This could give their work an aura of neutrality. However, due to their lacking formal authority, their “muscle” to exert influence is weak, and hence their rights to gain access to schools may more easily be questioned. On the other hand, formal representatives of central agencies (in Finland, the Ministry or the National Board), while re-
spected and well received in schools, may elicit responses which are purpose-colored rather than genuine.

A Power Game

Other considerations of the consequences of evaluation may concern visibility, authority and influence. The question may be put whether an actual power game will emerge among the various parties involved or excluded as a result of divergent ideals and efforts? Whose data and interpretations will come to dominate public discourse on education? Who will be in a position to launch large enough projects to successfully plan and carry out meaningful studies? Can such power contingencies be avoided or reconciled?

Usually, this is tantamount to the sanctions and benefits to be expected after evaluation. While it is understandable that external evaluations in particular may arouse feelings of suspicion and fear, the need to be explicit – transparent – about their purposes and consequences becomes an imperative. In order to create a climate and attitudes favorable to assessments, it is always important to inform the client of the basic rationale, including the intended benefits and possible consequences. This approach is necessary not only at the introductory stages, where access to schools and students is negotiated, but even more at the stage of dissemination, when the situation may be more sensitive and open to favorable or unfavorable experiences by the consenting partners. While individual students are exposed to regular testing and examination practices, whereby they are likely to experience strong emotions, we tend to consider this perfectly acceptable even if sanctions against them may be quite severe. But also at the system level, one may speak about high-stakes and low-stakes assessments in terms of their consequences for the school evaluated. Although these may be subject to the prevailing administrative and management climate, unnecessary tensions should be avoided by being very careful and competent with the ways research information is made public. The power exerted by enhanced knowledge should not be used as a weapon of unhealthy competition or unnecessary sanctions; rather, it should represent professionally sound judgement and be well justified, appropriately channeled for development purposes.
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Merging national and international interests in educational system evaluation

This publication is a child of love of one rather specialized sector in education - that of acquiring and using empirical information as a basis for monitoring and studying education with the special ambition of making such information both meaningful and powerful, and its use dynamic. This pursuit has a distinguished past, an intriguing present, and a challenging future. In particular, the present publication has been inspired by two major approaches to these ideals:

The work of the IEA, the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement on comparative educational research, which started in the 1950s and is going on.

The other and more recent one is the OECD/CERI project INES for developing and acquiring Indicators of National Education Systems, especially its strategy Network A, which aims at collecting student learning outcomes data on a regular basis.

We start discussing educational system assessment from various perspectives - both national and international, and as regards both educational research and policy. This is no more a completely open field, but one in which certain premises and traditions have already been established. At the same time, several issues, problems and challenges are still waiting for further discussion and solutions.
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